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Abstract
A quantum mechanical wave of a finite size moves like a classical particle and shows a unique
decay probability. Because the wave function evolves according to the Schro¨dinger equation, it
preserves the total energy but not the kinetic energy in the intermediate-time region of a decay
process where those of the parent and daughters overlap. The decay rate computed with Fermi’s
golden rule requires corrections that vary with the distance between the initial and final states,
and the energy distribution of the daughter is distorted from that of plane waves. The corrections
have universal properties in relativistically invariant systems and reveal macroscopic quantum
phenomena for light particles. The implications for precision experiments in beta decays and
various radiative transitions are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION: WAVE ZONE VS PARTICLE ZONE
The wave length of a particle of momentum ~p is given by the Planck constant h as ~/|~p|,
where ~ = h/2π and is of microscopic size. The momentum eigenstate is a plane wave
of uniform density and many free waves of a constant kinetic energy are also uniform in
space and are like free particles. A system of many waves of varying kinetic energy shows
non-uniform behavior called diffraction. A diffraction pattern normally has a spatial scale
comparable to that of the wave length, but it can become much longer in a system of a space-
time symmetry. Diffraction of this kind which depends on space-time position in many-body
scatterings, is studied.
The diffraction gives corrections to transition probabilities computed by Fermi’s golden
rule. These corrections are connected with calibrations of detectors and might be known
partly to experimentalists. Even so, it is important and useful to many physicists to clarify
them.
In the diffraction of light, electrons or other particles, the potential energy transforms an
incoming wave to a sum of waves of different kinetic energies. Now, a many-body interaction
transforms a many-body state to a sum of the same kinetic energy, and the waves behave
like free particles and do not show diffraction at the asymptotic region, t =∞. In the non-
asymptotic region of a finite t, however, the kinetic energy is not constant and takes broad
values. So the state reveals the diffraction. Since this diffraction is caused by a many-body
interaction, the pattern has universal properties and appears even in vacuum. Furthermore,
the diffraction gives peculiar corrections to decay rates that depend on the time interval
between those of the initial and final states, which we call a finite-size correction.
Scattering processes are defined with initial states prepared at t = −∞ and the final
states measured at t = ∞, where they do not interact with others and have no interaction
energy. The initial and final states have constant kinetic energy and reveal the particle’s
nature. Amplitudes and probabilities in the asymptotic region have been well studied [1–
5]. Near the scattering center, the states overlap and have finite interaction energy. Thus
they retain their wave natures. We call the former region the particle zone, and the latter
region the wave zone, and the length of the boundary the coherence length. Figure 1 shows
these for two-body scattering. In the particle zone, even at finite t, the states behave like
particles. In the wave zone, however, the state reveals the wave phenomenon that depends
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on the position and cannot be described with only the momentum-dependent distribution
function [6]. The coherence length has been considered microscopic in size, of the order of
de Broglie wave length, which may be true for most cases. Then the phenomena in the
wave zone may be irrelevant to physics and thus unimportant. However, there has been no
serious investigation on this length. We study problems connected with the wave zone and
find that a new length E~/m2, where m and E are the observed particle’s mass and energy,
appears for the coherence length and becomes much longer than the de Broglie wave length
in relativistically invariant systems. A space-time-dependent phase of a relativistic wave
packet (E (~p ) t − ~p · ~x)/~ becomes (E (~p ) − ~p · ~v)t/~ = m2t/(~E) of the angular velocity,
m2/(E~) at a position moving with the velocity, ~v = ~p/E(~p ), as ~x = ~vt. The angular
velocity becomes small for a light particle or at high energy and its inverse gives a new scale
of length. The length even becomes macroscopic for an extremely light particle such as a
neutrino. Then the wave zone has a macroscopic size, and physical phenomena unique to
quantum mechanical waves occur in the macroscopic region. They are natural consequences
of the Schro¨dinger equations. Apart from the neutrino, the physics in this region has not
been studied, and is the subject of the present work.
Ordinarily, scattering amplitude is defined in the particle zone and is rigorously formu-
lated with wave packets [1, 2]; in practical situations, they are approximated well withe
plane waves. For scattering processes at a finite-time interval, T , in the wave zone, the
probabilities of detecting particles vary with T and deviate from those of an infinite-time
interval. We call the deviations finite-size corrections and we study them in various processes
involving light particles in this paper.
The finite-size corrections of the scattering amplitude and probability have been consid-
ered irrelevant to experiments in high-energy regions. Plane waves with a damping factor
e−ǫ|t| with a positive and infinitesimal ǫ in an interaction Hamiltonian often employed for
practical calculations are invariant under translations and are extended in space. This
method is powerful for computing the asymptotic values but does not supply the finite-size
corrections. Because the amplitude in the wave zone is sensitive to the boundary conditions
of the initial and final states, it is dependent on the distance between them. Hence, the
probability has a finite-size correction that has an origin in the boundary conditions. The
correction must, therefore, be included for making a comparison of a theory with an exper-
iment. An amplitude constructed with wave packets implements manifestly the boundary
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FIG. 1. In two-body scattering, incoming and outgoing particles in the particle zone behave like
classical particles with constant total kinetic energy, but they behave like waves with non-constant
kinetic energy in the wave zone. The boundary L0 is the coherence length and is normally a
microscopic length, but becomes macroscopic in certain situations, discussed in the present paper.
conditions and supplies the finite-size correction.
Previous studies of decay processes at finite-time intervals in the particle zone using an
interaction Hamiltonian of Damping factor e−ǫ|t| [7–10] showed that the time dependences
of the decay law of unstable particles are modified from simple exponential behaviors due to
higher-order effects. These analyses and others of computing the decay rates are applicable to
kinematical regions where the wave functions of the parent and daughters do not overlap. As
was correctly pointed out in Ref. [8], the standard method cannot be applied in kinematical
regions where they overlap. The states have wave natures, and the decay rate and other
physical quantities in this region have been thought neither meaningful nor computable since
then. This is the region, in fact, where the probability of detecting the decay product has
a large finite-size correction. One of the main subjects of the present work is to develop
an S-matrix theory that satisfies the boundary conditions of the measuring processes and
to find formulas for the physical quantities in this region. One of our results for decay rate
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Γ(T ) at the large distance L = cT , (T < τ) is
Γ(T, σ) = Γ0 +N
σ
T
E
2m2
F 2(−m˜2), m˜2 = m2parent −m2daughter, (1)
where Γ0 is the asymptotic value, τ , σ, E, m, mdaughter, and mparent are the mean life-time,
wave packet size, energy, and mass of detected particle, and the mass of daughter and parent,
respectively, N is a numerical constant and F is the form factor. The second term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (1) is inversely proportional to T and vanishes at T →∞. So this is
the finite-size correction. From its form, the correction becomes significant at small m, large
σ, and E, and appears in macroscopic T for light particles such as photons or neutrinos.
This shows
lim
σ→∞
{
lim
T→∞
Γ(T, σ)
}
= Γ0, (2)
lim
T→∞
{
lim
σ→∞
Γ(T, σ)
}
=∞. (3)
In Eq. (2), the rate becomes the asymptotic value, whereas in Eq. (3), the rate diverges.
The energy distribution also reveals unusual properties even at T →∞, if particles of large
and small sizes are involved in one process. They should appear in various situations such
as an interface between two phases, and interesting physics is expected. The implications
for particle decay are studied.
The transition probability P composed of many processes in the particle zone is factorized
to that of each microscopic process, Pi, as
P =
∏
i
Pi. (4)
Now, the probability for transition processes in the wave zone is not factorized due to the
finite-size corrections, but the whole process is described by the product of wave functions
of each microscopic process:
Ψ =
∏
i
Ψi, P 6=
∏
i
Pi. (5)
Because the probability of the whole process is not factorized, the Markov nature of the
multiple processes is lost. The non-Markov nature is related to an EPR correlation [11] and
may have various implications.
The decay rates are studied in the present paper and the scattering cross sections will be
studied in a subsequent paper. This paper is organized in the following manner. In Sect. 2,
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a wave function and S-matrix at a finite-time interval are shown to be different from those of
the infinite-time interval. Particles described by wave packets and their interactions caused
by a local Hamiltonian are summarized in Sect. 3. Two-body decays are studied in Sect. 4,
and radiative decays of atoms, nuclei, and particles are studied in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, we
study the decay processes and thermodynamics of quantum particle. A summary is given
in Sect. 7.
II. A FINITE-TIME INTERVAL EFFECT
In a physical system described by a Hamiltonian H composed of a free term H0 and an
interaction term Hint,
H = H0 +Hint, (6)
the wave function |Ψ(t)〉 follows the Schro¨dinger equation
i~
∂
∂t
|Ψ(t)〉 = (H0 +Hint) |Ψ(t)〉. (7)
In field theory, the free part H0 is a bi-linear field form and the interaction part Hint is a
higher field polynomial. Hint causes a change in the particle number such as a decay of a
pion int a charged lepton and a neutrino.
A. Finite-size correction to Fermi’s golden rule
The transition rate from an eigenstate of H0, |α〉 of energy Eα, to another, |β〉 of energy
Eβ, in a wave zone at a finite-time interval T , seems to be computed with the amplitude f
and probability P [12, 13] in the form,
f =
∫ T
0
dt〈β|Hint(t)|α〉 =
∫ T
0
dte−i(Eβ−Eα)tFα,β, (8)
Fα,β = 〈β|Hint(t)|α〉,
P = |Fα,β|2D(Eβ − Eα;T ), (9)
D(Eβ − Eα;T ) = 4 sin
2[(Eβ − Eα)T/2]
(Eβ − Eα)2 ,
where Fα,β is the matrix element. In particle decay, the final state constitutes two or
more particles of a continuous energy spectrum and th oscillating function D(Eβ − Eα;T )
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approximately agrees with Dirac’s delta function at infinite T [14–16],
D(Eβ − Eα;T ) = 2πTδ(Eβ − Eα). (10)
Because the integral of a function F (Eβ) with weight D(Eβ − Eα;T ) over energy Eβ is
computed with a variable x = (Eβ − Eα)T as
P =
∫ Eα+∆E
Eα−∆E
dEβD(Eβ − Eα;T )
= T
∫ ∆ET
−δET
dx
(
sin(x/2)
x
)2
F (x/T ), (11)
F (Eβ) = |Fα,β|2.
The symmetric region of the integration was chosen in Eq. (11). At large T , F (x/T ) is
replaced with F (0), and Eq. (11) becomes
P = TF (0)
∫ ∆ET
−∆ET
dx
(
sin(x/2)
x
)2
= 2πTF (0). (12)
Thus the transition probability integrated over final states is given by
P = 2πT
∫
dβδ(Eα − Eβ)|Fα,β|2, (13)
and the rate P/T is constant This is Fermi’s golden rule.
Now, at finite T , expanding F (x/T ) in a power series of x/T
F (x/T ) =
∑
l
Cl
( x
T
)l
, (14)
we have Eq. (11) in the form
P =
∑
l
ClT
l−1
∫ ∆ET
−∆ET
dx
(
sin(x/2)
x
)2
xl. (15)
The integrals over x are easily evaluated. In a small |x| region, the integral vanishes for
l ≥ 1 and is consistent for l = 0. In a large x region, the integrand behaves as xl−2
2
. So the
above integrals becomes, as given in Appendix A2,
2πTC0 +
∑
l≥1
ClT
1−l
∫ ∆ET
−∆ET
dx
xl−2
2
= 2πTC0 +
∑
l≥1
ClT
1−l (∆ET )
l−1
l − 1
= 2πTC0
{
1 +
∑
l≥2
Cl
C0
∆l−1E
2πT (l− 1)
}
. (16)
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The 1/T correction is in the second term on the right-and side, which is finite if ∆E is finite.
The 1/T correction depends on ∆E and the eigenvalue distribution and converges if ∆E is
finite. Appendix A and B study 1/T of various distributions. The value at T →∞ is then
defined uniquely.
In relativistically invariant systems, ∆E = ∞ and the correction for l ≥ 2 in Eq. (16)
diverges. The infinite correction emerges due to a large overlap of wave functions in the
situation where the ordinary scattering theory cannot be applied [8]. The probability at
a finite time measured with an apparatus does not diverge. Hence the amplitude defined
according to the boundary conditions of the measurement process should give the finite
value. The boundary condition at T is different from that at T = ∞, hence the amplitude
that satisfies the boundary condition at T is different from that of T = ∞. In the present
paper, S[∞] stands for the standard S-matrix, and S[T ] stands for the S-matrix that satisfies
the boundary conditions at T . As is seen later, the function introduced for defining S[t]
decrease rapidly with x/T as e−σ(x/T )
2
on the right-hand side of Eq. (14), where σ is the
size of the wave functions determined from the boundary condition, and the coefficients
converge. Since the amplitude at large x/T is determined by the boundary condition, the
1/T correction becomes a finite value that depends on the boundary condition. Nevertheless,
they follow a universal relation. It is important to find the universal properties of the finite-
size corrections.
The states |β〉 satisfying Eβ = Eα contribute to the decay rate, Eq. (13), and the states
|β〉 of Eβ 6= Eα contribute to the finite-size correction. Since Eβ is continuous, those states
of Eβ ≈ Eα are sensitive to boundary conditions and so is the finite-size correction. For
computation of the probabilities of processes measured in experiments, the wave functions
for the outgoing waves and incoming waves should be localized around their centers, as
has been emphasized in textbooks of quantum field theory; see, for instance, Refs. [16–21]
1. The wave packets satisfy this property and are necessary. They can be replaced with
the plane waves in S[T ] in the particle zone, but, in the wave zone, wave packets in S[T ]
cannot be replaced with plane waves. We compute the finite-size corrections to transition
probabilities with S[T ] expressed by wave packets. S[T ] is different from S[∞], and has
unique properties. Finite 1/T corrections are found.
1 In Refs. [16–21], S[∞] was studied with large wave packets. In Ref. [22], the complete set of wave packets
is constructed with those that have centers of position and momentum and is used. S[T ] thus constructed
is studied here.
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B. Wave function at a finite time
An initial wave function for S[T ] starts from a state at t = 0 and ends at a final state
at t = T . The kinetic energy is not a good quantum number in the wave function at finite
T . A time-dependent solution of Eq. (A7) in the first order of Hint that satisfies an initial
condition
|Ψ(0)〉 = |ψ(0)〉, H0|ψ0〉 = E0|ψ(0)〉 (17)
is
|Ψ(t)〉 = e−iE0~ t
{
|ψ(0)〉+
∫
dβd(ω, t)|β〉〈β|Hint|ψ(0)〉
}
, (18)
ω = Eβ − E0, H0|β〉 = Eβ|β〉,
where
d(ω, t) =
e−iωt − 1
ω
= −2isin(ωt/2)
ω
e−
i
2
ωt. (19)
At t→∞, d(ω, t) becomes
d(ω, t) = −2πiδ(ω), (20)
and the wave function
|Ψ(t)∞〉 = e−i
E0
~
t
{|ψ(0)〉 − 2πi|β〉〈β|Hint|ψ(0)〉Eβ=E0} (21)
has the kinetic energy Eβ = E0. At finite t, on the other hand, Eq. (20) is not fulfilled
and the wave function is a superposition of the wide spectrum of the kinetic energy Eβ. An
average of d(ω, t) over a finite-time interval δt satisfying ωδt≫ 1 is
d(ω, t) = − 1
ω
, (22)
and the average of the wave function over the finite interval is
|Ψ(t)average〉 = e−i
E0
~
t
{
|ψ(0)〉 −
∫
dβ
1
ω
|β〉〈β|Hint|ψ(0)〉
}
. (23)
In both cases, the state vectors |Ψ(t)∞〉 and |Ψ(t)average〉 have the frequency E0/~ and
the total energy E0:
H|Ψ(t)∞〉 = E0|Ψ(t)∞〉, (24)
H|Ψ(t)average〉 = E0|Ψ(t)average〉. (25)
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Thus the wave function at a finite time t is a sum of those of the broad energy spectrum
of H0, whereas that is composed of a discrete spectrum Eβ = E0 at t =∞. The conservation
law of energy defined with H is reduced to the conservation law of the kinetic energy defined
by H0 only at t =∞.
C. Scattering operator at a finite-time interval
Physical quantities are observed through scattering or decay processes and are computed
with S[T ], which is defined from unitary operators
U(t) = e−iHt, U0 = e−iH0t. (26)
Møller operators are defined in the form
Ω±(T ) = lim
t→∓T/2
U †(t)U0(T ), (27)
and satisfy
eiHǫtΩ∓(T ) = Ω∓(T ± ǫt)eiH0t. (28)
The scattering operator at a finite T is product
S[T ] = Ω†−(T )Ω
†
+(T ), (29)
and satisfies
S[T ]H0 = H0S[T ] + i
{
∂
∂T
Ω−(T )
}†
Ω+(T )− iΩ†−(T )
∂
∂T
Ω+(T ), (30)
and the commutation relation
[S[T ], H0] = i
{
∂
∂T
Ω−(T )
}†
Ω+(T )− iΩ†−(T )
∂
∂T
Ω+(T ). (31)
Thus S[T ] does not commute with H0, and the conservation law of kinetic energy is violated
at a finite T .
From Eq. (31), the matrix element of S[T ] between the eigenstates of H0 has energy-
conserving and non-energy-conserving terms,
〈β|S[T ]|α = δǫ(Eα − Eβ)f(T ) + δf, (32)
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where the second term, δf , vanishes at the energy Eβ = Eα. Since the energy Eβ of the first
and second terms is different, the total transition probability is the sum of each probability.
The first term gives a normal constant probability that is also computable by ordinary S-
matrix of plane waves, whereas the second term gives a T -dependent correction that is not
computable by the ordinary S-matrix. In ordinary situations, the non-energy-conserving
terms are negligible but they are important in the situations studied in the present work.
The magnitude of δf and the probability derived from δf depend on the dynamics of the
system. When Eα and Eβ are approximate energies of the states |α〉 and |β〉, we have
(Eα −Eβ)〈β|S[T ]|α〉 = 〈β|O(T )|α〉, (33)
O(T ) = i
{
∂
∂T
Ω−(T )
}†
Ω+(T )− iΩ†−
∂
∂T
Ω+(T ).
Hence
δf =
〈β|O(T )|α〉
Eα − Eβ , (34)
and the transition probability for the non-energy-conserving states is given in the form
∑
β
|δf |2 =
∑
β
{〈β|O(T )|α〉
Eα − Eβ
}2
≥ 0, (35)
where the equality is satisfied at T → ∞. States at ultraviolet energy regions couple in a
universal manner with the operator O(T ) and contribute to the probability at the finite-time
interval. Since states of unlimited momentum couple in a Lorentz-invariant manner, they
give a universal correction to Eq. (32). The finite-size correction appears even in the lowest
order of perturbative expansions and is useful for probing the physical system in the large
momentum region.
Boundary conditions necessary to determine a solution for a wave equation uniquely in
scattering or decay processes are asymptotic boundary conditions [1]. For scattering from
an initial state |α〉 to a final state |β〉 of a scalar field expressed by φ(x), the states |α〉
at t = −T/2 are constructed with free waves φin(x) and the states |β〉 at t = T/2 are
constructed with free waves φout(x) and satisfy asymptotic boundary conditions:
lim
t→−T/2
〈α|φf(t)|β〉 = 〈α|φfin|β〉, (36)
lim
t→T/2
〈α|φf(t)|β〉 = 〈α|φfout|β〉, (37)
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where field renormalization Z
1
2 = 1 in the tree levels that we study here. The expansion
coefficient φf(t) is defined by
φf(t) = i
∫
d~xf ∗(~x, t)
←→
∂ 0φ(~x, t). (38)
φfin and φ
f
out are defined in the same way. C-number functions f(~x, t) are normalized and
satisfy the free wave equation. The normalized functions decrease fast in space and form
a complete set with those functions translated in space. Hence they have central values of
position and momentum and the state vector is specified by both variables as |~p, ~X〉. Thus,
matrix elements of S[T ] are defined as 〈~pi, ~Xi|S[T ]|~pj, ~Xj〉 and depend on the position and
momentum. The finite-size corrections are computed with the position dependence of the
probability. For normalized functions to form the complete set, those of different center
positions are required [22]. Those of the initial state represent the beam and those of the
final state represent a detected particle. They are determined by the experimental apparatus
and those of the initial and final states are normally different. Being non-normalizable,
plane waves are not suitable for these functions if the damping factor e−ǫ|t| is not included.
Instead, wave packets are normalizable and are suitable. φin(x) and φout(x) satisfy the free
wave equation and the states |α〉 and |β〉 are defined with wave packets. The wave packets,
which have finite-spatial sizes and decrease fast at large |~x − ~x0, ensure the asymptotic
conditions at a finite T , where ~x0 is the center position. Hence S[T ] is described by wave
packets and the finite-size corrections are studied with S[T ]. We present several examples
where the finite-size corrections are non-negligible and give interesting observable effects.
III. QUANTUM PARTICLES DESCRIBED BY WAVE PACKETS
Waves of finite sizes expressed by wave packets used for formulating S[T ] exist in various
areas. Wave function at the particle zone lose their wave nature quickly and the time
evolution of objects turns out to be described by the classical equation of motion. Thus a
classical mechanical description is smoothly obtained starting from the quantum mechanical
description and physics in this region is understood well by classical physics, as is explained
in most textbooks of quantum mechanics. Now, in the wave zone, the phase of the wave
function remains and gives physical effects that are different from classical physics. They
could appear in macroscopic space-time regions. Then their universal properties are common
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in any wave functions, and can be studied with Gaussian wave packets. Their sizes are
determined from physical processes of the particles.
The physics of quantum particles has been neither completely explored nor understood
and is becoming relevant to recent advanced science and technology, especially for precision
experiments of light particles. Various phenomena of neutrinos and photons caused by these
unique phases are studied hereafter. A neutrino interacts extremely weakly with matter and
is not disturbed by the environment; hence, its phase is not washed out, and consequently
the neutrino retains the wave nature even in the macroscopic area and reveals large finite-
size corrections [23, 24]. The finite-size correction is observed as a diffraction pattern of the
neutrino produced in pion decay and in other processes that the neutrino gives rise to.
A photon is massless in vacuum and behaves approximately like a particle of small mass in
the high-energy region in dilute matter. Normally, the quantum mechanical phase of single
low-energy photon is washed out and a large number of these photons behave like a classical
electromagnetic wave in macroscopic areas. In various exceptional situations, its phase is
not washed out and photons reveal unusual properties and interact with microscopic objects
as single quanta. The photon is then expressed by a wave packet, and the probability of
detecting it at a finite distance shows the diffraction behavior of a single quantum. This
also leads the photon to have unusual thermodynamic properties.
Waves of small sizes move like classical particles [25–38] and exhibit wave-like behaviors
such as anomalous finite-size corrections in scattering cross sections or decay rates, and
called quantum particles in the present paper. Quantum particles of relativistic waves have
universal properties.
A. Symmetric wave packets
The Gaussian wave packet of a relativistic particle of mass m and central momentum ~p0,
position ~X0, and time T0 is expressed in the momentum representation by
〈t, ~p |~p0, ~X0, T0〉 = Nσ 32 eiE(~p )(t−T0)−i~p· ~X0−σ2 (~p−~p0), (39)
where σ is the spatial size of the wave packet, N is the normalization factor, and the energy is
given by a relativistic form, E(~p ) =
√
~p 2 +m2. This is a super position of the eigenstates of
the energy and momentum of the widths |~p |
E(~p )
√
σ
and 1√
σ
, respectively; it is a simple Gaussian
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form of ~p at t = T0, and retains its shape afterward. The completeness of wave packets of
the continuous position and momentum, and other important properties, are given in Ref.
[22]. Some of them are summarized in the following for completeness of the present paper.
They satisfy ∫
d ~X
d~p
(2π)3
|~p, ~X, T 〉〈~p, ~X, T | = 1, (40)
and the wave function in the coordinate representation is
w(~p0, x) = 〈t, ~x|~p0, ~X0, T0〉 =
∫
d~k〈~x,~k〉〈t, ~k|~p0, ~X0, T0〉; (41)
it also becomes a Gaussian form in ~x around a new center,
w(~p0, x) = Ne
− 1
2σ(~x− ~X0−~v0(t−T0))
2
e−E(~p0)(t−T0)+i~p0·(~x−
~X0), (42)
~v0 =
∂
∂pi
E(~p )
∣∣∣∣
~p=~p0
,
in a small |t−T0| region. Thus the wave function keeps its shape and moves with a velocity
~v0 and the modulus is invariant under
t→ t+ δt, ~x→ ~x+ ~v0δt. (43)
Since the position of the wave packet moves uniformly with the velocity ~v0 and has the
extension σ, the wave function becomes finite only inside a narrow strip of this width. Hence
the quantum state expressed by this wave packet behaves like a particle of the extension σ.
At large |t− T0|, the function expands.
The wave function Eq. (42) decrease rapidly with |~x − ~X0 − ~v0(t − T0)| and vanish at
|~x− ~X0−~v0(t− T0)| → ∞. Hence they satisfy the asymptotic boundary conditions and are
appropriate to use as the basis, f(~x, t), of Eq. (38). The transition process of the particle
prepared at the initial time Ti and of observing the final states at a final time Tf of a finite
T = Tf − Ti is studied with S-matrix at the finite-time interval S[T ] thus defined. Because
the S-matrix of plane waves defined at T = ∞, S[∞], satisfies the boundary condition at
t = ±∞, it is different from S[T ] defined at t = ±T/2. S[T ] defined by the wave packets Eq.
(42), and the amplitudes and probabilities obtained from them are not equivalent to those
obtained from S[∞] generally in the wave zone. Then, the computations should be made
with S[T ]. Conversely, if they are equivalent, the computations can be made with either
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method. The kinetic energy is strictly conserved in both classical collisions of particles under
a force of finite range and quantum collisions described by S[∞] of the stationary states of
the free Hamiltonian, whereas the conservation law of kinetic energy is slightly modified in a
collision of the finite-time interval T described by S[T ] from the algebra Eq. (31). The total
energy is conserved, but is different from the kinetic energy in the space-time region where
the interaction Hamiltonian has a finite expectation value. Hence the kinetic energy is not
conserved in this region. The non-conservation of the kinetic energy is a unique property of
quantum particles described by S[T ] and causes unusual behaviors of the collision or decay
probabilities.
The quantum states of finite-spatial extensions are expressed by superpositions of plane
waves of different momenta and energies, and their scatterings re those of the non-stationary
states. These non-stationary wave packets are specified by the values of position, momentum,
and complex phase at the center. Even though its spatial size is so small that it behaves
like a point particle, the wave nature represented by the phase remains. The phase that
depends on dynamical variables gives physical effects that are characteristic of the quantum
particles.
σ in a Gaussian wave packet determines the spatial size of the quantum particle, and
depends on the situation. Because the probability of detecting this particle is unity inside
the wave packet, this size is the classical size of a quantum particle. So, σ for the outgoing
state is the size of the unit of the detecting system that gives a signal, and is the size of
the nucleus used in the detector for the neutrino. For a high-energy photon, the signal is
taken from its e+e− creation around the electric field of the nucleus used in the detector,
hence σ is about size of the nucleus. σ for in-state is also the size of the wave function
that expresses this particle. This size is infinite for an ideal particle in vacuum, but is finite
in matter due to the effects of the environment. When a particle expressed by a certain
wave function interacts with others and both make a transition to other states, this particle
is expressed by one wave function in a finite-time interval between these reactions. Hence
that is determined by the mean free time of this particle. Thus σ is determined by the
mean free path for incoming waves. The σ values for the pion, kaon, muon, proton, photon,
and electron in the initial states are estimated from their mean free paths in the matter
of experiments. Actually, most of them have macroscopic sizes in high-energy regions. An
electron easily loses energy by electromagnetic showers and is exceptional. In low-energy
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regions, an electron, negative muon, and negative pion form bound states of microscopic
sizes with a nucleus in matter, and the σ values have microscopic sizes. Positive-charged
particles such as a positive muon and positive pion do not form bound states with a nucleus
and may have larger σ.
Thus σ values of nuclear size, atomic size, or larger size appear depending on the situa-
tion. In scattering or decay of waves with different sizes, the wave functions overlap in the
finite and asymmetric region. Consequently, the conservation laws derived from space-time
symmetry are modified.
B. Local interaction
Characteristic features of quantum particles are connected with the phase factor of wave
functions and appear in the lowest order of interactions of scaler fields. Hence we study the
scattering of particles caused by the local interaction
Lint = g
j=N∏
j=1
ϕj(x), (44)
in the lowest order of g first. The effects of spin and internal structure will be included
later. Interactions of N1 incoming and N2 outgoing particles expressed by the wave packets
parameterized by (~pi, ~Xi, Ti; σi) at a space-time position (t, ~x) are given in the form [22]
〈k|
j=N∏
j=1
ϕj(x)|l〉 =
N2∏
k=1
w∗k(x, ~pk; ~Xk, Tk, σk)×
N1∏
l=1
wl(x, ~pl; ~Xl, Tl, σl)
= Nt exp
− 1
2σS
(~x−~x0(t))2− 12σt (t−t0)
2
expR+iφ, (45)
Nt =
∏
k,l
N∗kNl,
where σS and σt in the exponent display the extents in ~x and t, and are expressed in the
form
1
σS
=
∑
j
1
σj
,
1
σt
=
∑
j
~v 2j
σj
− ~v
2
0
σS
, (46)
~v0 = σS
∑
j
~vj
σj
, ~vj =
~pj
Ej
. (47)
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Here, ~x0(t) is the center in ~x and moves with ~v0:
~x0 = ~v0t+ ~x0(0), (48)
~x0 = σS
{∑
j
~˜Xj
σj
− i
∑
j
(±)~pj
}
,
t0 = σt
{
~v0 · ~x0
σS
−
∑
j
~vj · ~˜Xj
σj
+ i
∑
j
(±)E(~pj)
}
,
~˜Xj = ~Xj − ~vjTj .
In the above equations and hereafter, (+) and (−) are for incoming and outgoing states,
respectively. The real part of the exponent of Eq. (45), R, determines the magnitude and is
composed of position-dependent and momentum-dependent terms. The former, Rtrajectory,
and the latter, Rmomentum, are expressed by
R = Rtrajectory +Rmomentum, (49)
Rtrajectory = −
∑
j
~˜X2j
2σj
+ 2σS
(∑
j
~˜Xj
2σj
)2
+ 2σt
(∑
j
(~v0 − ~vj) · ~˜Xj
2σj
)2
, (50)
Rmomentum = −σt
2
{∑
j
(±)(E(~pj)− ~v0 · ~pj)
}2
− σS
2
(∑
j
(±)~pj
)2
. (51)
From Rtrajectory, particles follow classical orbits and from Rmomentum, Eq. (51), they follow the
approximate energy-momentum conservation. Because the interaction system is invariant
under a translation of the coordinate system, Rtrajectory is invariant under the translation
~Xi → ~Xi + ~d, Ti → Ti + δ, (52)
where (δ, ~d ) is a constant four vector. From Rmomentum, the momentum is approximately
conserved with the uncertainty 1/
√
σS and the energy of the system moving with ~v0 is
approximately conserved with the uncertainty 1/
√
σt. Since a massless particle has the
maximum speed, the moving frame has a large velocity and the effect becomes significant
for a massless or extremely light particle. The product Eq. (45) also depends on the phase
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factor
φ = φ0 + φ1, (53)
φ0 =
∑
j
(±)
(
~pj · ~Xj −E(~pj)Tj
)
,
φ1 = −2σt
(∑
j
(~v0 − ~vj) · ~˜Xj
2σj
){∑
j
(±) (~v0 · ~pj − E(~pj))
}
− 2σS
(∑
j
(±)~pj
)
·
(∑
j
~˜Xj
2σj
)
,
where φ0 agrees with that of a plane wave.
When the values of σS and σt are finite, the product Eq. (45) becomes finite in a small
region of (t, ~x) and decreases steeply away from this region. Hence the integration over (t, ~x)
becomes ∫
d4x〈k|
j=N∏
j=1
ϕj(x)|l〉 = Nt(2σSπ) 32 (2σt) 12 eR+iφ, (54)
and converges fast. The integral over 0 ≤ t ≤ T becomes O(exp− T
2
2σt ). Thus the finite-size
correction to the probability is O(exp
− T2
2σt ) with a microscopic σt, and is negligible at a
macroscopic T .
C. Pseudo-Doppler effect
The first effect caused by the modified conservation law of kinetic energy is the distortion
of the energy distribution, which appears in the amplitude at finite and infinite T .
The energy-momentum conservation in n invariant system under the translation
xµ → xµ + dµ, (55)
where dµ is a constant four vector, is derived from the integration for the plane waves∫
d4xei(ki−kf )·x = (2π)4δ(4)(ki − kf), (56)
where ki and kf are the four-dimensional momenta of the initial and final states. In the
amplitude of the wave packets, the wave functions overlap in a finite space time area and
the amplitude is not invariant under Eq. (55) generally. However, for a large σt, it is
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approximately invariant under the transformation Eq. (43) from Eq. (51), and the energy
in the moving frame is approximately conserved. In a system of σt = ∞, the invariance is
rigorous.
Rmomentum is rewritten as
Rmomentum = −σt
2
(δE˜)2 − σS
2
(δ~p )2, (57)
δE˜ =
∑
initial,l
(Ei(~pl)− ~v0 · ~p il )−
∑
final,k
(Ef (~pk)− ~v0 · ~pfk),
δ~p =
∑
j
(±)~pj .
For small σS and large σt, |δ~p | becomes large but |δE˜| becomes small, and the modified
conservation law, δE˜ = 0,
∑
final
Ef (~pk)−
∑
initial
Ei(~pl) =
∑
final
~v0 · ~pfk −
∑
initial
~v0 · ~p il (58)
is fulfilled. The momentum spreading is large and the conservation law for the events of
δ~p = 0 or ~v0 = 0 takes the form
∑
final
Ef (~pk)−
∑
initial
Ei(~pl) = 0. (59)
For the events of δ~p 6= 0 and ~v0 6= 0, the law becomes
∑
final
γkE
f (~pk)−
∑
initial
γlE
i(~pl) = 0, γl =
Ei(~pl)− ~v0 · ~pil
Ei(~pl)
, (60)
where γj is the rate of the energies in the moving and rest systems. δE˜ is also written in
the high-energy region in the following form:
δE˜ =
∑
j
(±)E(~˜pj), ~˜pj = ~pj − σS
σj
δ~p. (61)
From the momenta and energies of particles in the final state, ~˜pj can be computed from
Eq. (61), and E(~˜pj) is calculated. Then Eq. (58) can be verified. The total momenta are
distributed with the width given by 1/
√
σS but the sum of total energies at ~˜pj vanishes
at each event. Even though the detector is at rest and a real Doppler effect is irrelevant,
the kinetic energy of the moving frame, instead of that in the rest system, is conserved.
Consequently, the kinetic energy of the final state shifts in magnitude in events of large |δ~p |.
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In the Doppler effect, the energy shifts in all events, so the shifts due to the wave packet are
different and are called the pseudo-Doppler effect.
For Small σS and σt, |δ~p | and |δE(~˜pj)| become large. For plane waves, σi = ∞, the
velocity ~v0 vanishes and the modified conservation law becomes the standard one. Thus the
energy conservation for the wave packets is different from both that of classical mechanics
and that for the plane waves of quantum mechanics.
The modified law of energy conservation results from S[∞], which satisfies the commu-
tation relation [S[∞], H0] = 0 duet to the fact that the wave packets are superpositions of
states of continuous eigenvalues of H0. The quantum particle of the momentum ~p, kinetic
energy E(~p ), and size σ gives a reaction as a particle of the energy γE(~p ), and the modified
conservation law, Eq. (60), is fulfilled. Here γ is regarded as the ratio of the time intervals
in the moving and rest frames, and Eq. (58) is understood as that for the average values
taken over the time intervals
1∑
j γj
{∑
l
γlE(~pl)−
∑
k
γkE(~pk)
}
= 〈Ei〉 − 〈Ef〉 = 0. (62)
Thus the conservation law of energy is modified to that for the average values. Because the
energy is conjugate to the time, the equality of average values taken over the time intervals
is reasonable. From Eq. (58), the effective action∫ ∑
i
(Eidt− ~pi · d~xi) =
∫ ∑
i
(Ei − ~pi · ~vi) dt, ~vi = ~v0 (63)
of the initial state coincides with that of the final state in the present reaction.
D. Finite-size correction
The second effect caused by the modified conservation law is the large finite-size correc-
tion. If σt is finite of a microscopic size, the integration over t converges and the amplitude
and probability decrease rapidly due to Rtrajectory. In a marginal case of σt = ∞, the mod-
ulus of Eq. (45) does not decrease with t but the wave packets overlap in the infinite-time
interval. This happens in various situations. If all the particles except particle 1 are plane
waves,
σ1 6=∞, (64)
σj =∞, j 6= 1, (65)
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the frequency and the real and imaginary parts of the amplitude∏
k
N∗k
∏
l
Nl exp
− 1
2σS
(~x−~x0(t))2−iω(t−t0) eR+iφ, (66)
σS = σ1, σt =∞
are
ω =
∑
initial
Ei −
∑
final
Ef − ~v1 · δ~p, (67)
R = Rmomentum +Rtrajectory,
Rmomentum = −σ1
2
(δ~p )2 , Rtrajectory = 0,
φ = E(~p1)T1 − ~p1 · ~X1 − δ~p · ~X1.
The modulus of Eq. (66) decreases fast with |~x−~x0(t)| and the total momentum is approx-
imately conserved, whereas it is constant in t. The phase factor has a similar form to that
of the plane wave Eq. (42) but the angular velocity ω is not identical. ω in Eq. (67) is the
energy in a moving frame with velocity ~v1, showing the pseudo-Doppler effect, and is
ω = −E1(~p1) + ~v1 · ~p1 + ω0 = −
(√
~p 21 +m
2
1 − |~p1|
)
+ ω0
= − m
2
1
2|~p1|2 + ω0, (68)
where m1 is the mass of particle 1 and ω0 is independent of ~p1 in the high-energy region.
Hence ω depends on the momentum of particle 1 in a different wave to the plane wave, and
there are more states satisfying ω ≈ 0 than those of the simple plane wave. The amplitude
Eq. (66) at a large-time interval is determined by a state satisfying ω = 0 and also the
states ω ≈ 0. From Eq. (68), ω is degenerate at |~p1| → ∞, and an infinite number of states
make a contribution. It will be shown that the rate derived from this at finite T , Γ(T ), has
a large finite-size correction and is described in the form
Γ(T ) = Γ0 + Γ1(T ), (69)
Γ1(T ) = C1/T,
where C1 is a constant and Γ0 is the asymptotic term.
σt becomes infinite when the right-hand side of Eq. (46) vanishes. This condition is
fulfilled in particular momenta of the initial and final states. The probability thus has a
finite-size correction in this kinematical region.
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E. Asymmetric wave packet
In some situations, the wave packet is asymmetric in ~kL and ~kT , which are parallel
and perpendicular to the central momentum, or in ~k and |~k|. A small energy uncertainty,
δE ≫ |~k|, also often appears. For an asymmetric wave packet or a wave packet with different
spreadings in the momentum and energy, we have
〈t, ~p |~p0, ~X0, T0〉asy = Nσ 32 e−iE(~p )(t−T0)−i~p0· ~X0−
σL
2 (~pL−~p 0L)
2−σT
2
(~pT )
2
, (70)
〈t, ~p |~p0, ~X0, T0〉E = Nσ 32 e−iE(~p )(t−T0)−~p0· ~X0−σ2 (~p−~p0)2−
σE
2
(E(~p )−E0)2 , (71)
where σL, σT , and σE are the size in the parallel and perpendicular directions to the center of
momentum, and that in the energy. The functions in the coordinate representation become
Gaussian forms in ~x and t:
〈t, ~x |~p0, ~X0, T0〉asy =
∫
d~p〈~x |~p 〉〈t, ~p |~p0, ~X0, T0〉asy
= Nσ
3
2 e
−iE(~p0)(t−T0)−i~p0· ~X0− 12σL (x−XL−v(t−T0))
2− 1
2σT
(~xT )
2
, (72)
〈t, ~x |~p0, ~X0, T0〉E =
∫
d~p〈~x |~p 〉〈t, ~p |~p0, ~X0, T0〉E. (73)
In σL ≈ σT or σE ≈ σ, the energy spreading is about the same as that of the momentum,
and the probability of a finite |∆~p | around the central momentum ~p0 shows pseudo-Doppler
and finite-size effects. In σL ≫ σT or σE ≫ σ, on the other hand, the energy spreading
is much smaller than the momentum spreading and Eq. (72) or (73) is applied. Precision
experiments of ∆E ≈ 0, |∆~p | = ∞ of narrow energy levels are studied with Eq. (73), and
the probability does not show pseudo-Doppler and finite-size effects then.
IV. TWO-BODY DECAY: A→ B +C
The unusual properties of the decay probability at a finite distance are studied in detail
for two-body decay here. The decay rate is computed with S[T ] and the finite-size correction
to that computed by Fermi’s golden rule is found. The correction depends on the boundary
conditions of the experiments and is computed properly with S[T ] that satisfies the boundary
condition at T , instead of S[∞]. Two-body decays of a particle A into B and C of masses
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FIG. 2. The decay amplitudes of A to B and C that are expressed with wave packets of different
sizes are represented. They interact in a region where they overlap. If the size of B is smaller than
the others, the region is mainly determined by B.
mA, mB, and mC satisfying mA > mB +mC and governed by a local Lagrangian
L = L0 + Lint, (74)
L0 =
1
2
[
(∂ϕA)
2 −m2Aϕ2A + (∂ϕB)2 −m2Bϕ2B + (∂ϕC)2 −m2Cϕ2C
]
,
Lint = gϕA(x)ϕB(x)ϕC(x)
in the wave zone are studied in the lowest order of coupling constant g. The characteristic
features of decay amplitude in the wave packet scattering are seen in Fig. 2, which shows
a space-time picture of the decay of a large A to a large B and small C. Because the
interaction occurs in the finite region where these waves overlap, the conservation laws of
the kinetic energy and momentum are modified from those of plane waves.
A. Average energy in the wave zone
The kinetic energy of the wave function at finite t is not a constant. The state vector
evolves with the Schro¨dinger equation of a total Hamiltonian composed of a free part Hint
derived by the Lagrangian, Eq. (74):
i~
∂
∂t
|Ψ(t)〉 = (H0 +Hint)|Ψ(t)〉. (75)
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From perturbative expansion, a solution satisfying the boundary condition |Ψ(0)〉 = |ψ1〉 is
|Ψ(t)〉 = a1(t)|ψ1〉+ |ψ2〉, (76)
where |ψ1〉 is a one-particle state composed of A of a momentum ~pA and a kinetic energy
EA and |ψ2〉 is a two-particle state composed of B and C:
|ψ1(t)〉 = exp
EA
i~
t |A, ~pA〉, (77)
|ψ2(T )〉 =
∫ t
0
dt′
Hint(t)
i~
|ψ1(t′)〉 =
∫ t
0
dt′|B,C〉〈B,C|Hint(t
′)
i~
|ψ1(t′)〉. (78)
In the lowest order in g,
a1(t) = 1. (79)
The energy expectation value is
〈E〉 = 〈Ψ(t)|H|Ψ(t)〉〈Ψ(t)|Ψ(t)〉 , (80)
〈Ψ(t)|H|Ψ(t)〉 = |a1(t)|2EA〈ψ1|ψ1〉+ 2Re[a1(t)〈ψ2|Hint|ψ1〉] + (EB + EC)〈ψ2|ψ1〉,
〈Ψ(t)|Ψ(t)〉 = |a1(t)|2ψ1|ψ1〉+ 〈ψ2|ψ2〉.
At infinite t,
〈ψ2|ψ2〉 = 2πtδ(ω)
∣∣∣∣〈B,C|Hint(0)i~ |A〉
∣∣∣∣
2
, (81)
a1(t)〈ψ2|Hint|ψ1〉 = i
ω
(1− eiωt/~)
∣∣∣∣〈B,C|Hint(0)i~
∣∣∣∣
2
= O(1), (82)
ω = EA − EB − EC ,
hence the expectation value of the interaction Hint(0), Eq. (82), is negligible compared to
Eq. (81) and the kinetic energy as well as the total energy is EA. For finite t, the expectation
value of Hint(0) is not negligible. An average over a finite-time interval gives
2Aver(Re[a1(t)〈ψ2|Hint|ψ1〉]) = 2
ω
∣∣∣∣〈B,C|Hint(0)i~ |A〉
∣∣∣∣
2
, (83)
Aver(〈ψ2|ψ2〉) = 2~
2
ω2
∣∣∣∣〈B,C|Hinti~ |A〉
∣∣∣∣
2
, (84)
Aver(〈ψ2|H0|ψ2〉) = 2(EB + EC)~
2
ω2
∣∣∣∣〈B,C|Hint(0)i~ |A〉
∣∣∣∣
2
. (85)
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The expectation value of the total energy becomes
Aver〈H〉 = EA. (86)
Thus the average energy coincides with the initial energy, but the average kinetic energy is
Aver(〈H0〉) =
EA + 2(EB + EC)
2~2
ω2
|〈B,C|Hint(0)
i~
|A〉|2
1 + 2~
2
ω2
|〈B,C|Hint(0)
i~
|A〉|2
, (87)
and is different from the initial kinetic energy. Hint causes a transition of A to B and C, and
is non-diagonal in the base of eigenvectors defined by H0. Thus Hint does not contribute
to the total energy in infinite t, but, at finite t, the state |Ψ(t)〉 is superposition of |A〉
and |B,C〉 and Hint has a finite expectation value. The total energy is always same but
the expectation value of Hint is finite in finite t. Hence the state becomes a super position
of different kinetic energies and the kinetic energy is not a good quantum number in this
region.
EA is real in the lowest order of g and has an imaginary part in the second order, which
represents the life-time of A, τA. In t ≪ τA, the imaginary part of EA is negligible. For a
self-consistent treatment of the decay process, we start from EA of an imaginary part and
compute the decay amplitude and probability. The decay probability is proportional to T
in T ≪ τA and becomes unity at T ≫ τA.
B. Transition amplitude and decay probability
Next we study the transition probability at finite distance. The decay of a particle A at
a space-time position ( ~XA, TA) into particles B at ( ~XB, TB) and C at ( ~XC , TC) in the most
general case of the symmetric wave packets
σA, σB, σC , (88)
of the four-dimensional momenta and masses
(EA, ~pA;mA), (EB, ~pB;mB), (EC , ~pC ;mC) (89)
is studied here. The life-time of A expressed with the imaginary part of EA is assumed
negligible in majority of the present paper. From the interaction Lagrangian Eq. (74), the
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transition amplitude is expressed with an integral over (t, ~x):
M(A→ B + C) = g
∫
dt
∫
d~x exp
− 1
2σS
(~x−~x0)2− 12σt (t−t0)
2
eR+iφ
= g(2πσS)
3
2 (2πσt)
1
2 eR+iφθ( ~Xi, Ti), (90)
for finite values of σS and σt, where θ( ~Xi, Ti) denotes the condition that t0 is the inside of
the time region defined from the boundary conditions; we omit it hereafter. σS and σt are
given in the expression
1
σS
=
1
σA
+
1
σB
+
1
σC
, (91)
1
σt
=
~v 2A
σA
+
~v 2B
σB
+
~v 2C
σC
− σS
(
~vA
σA
+
~vB
σB
+
~vC
σC
)2
. (92)
The center position ~x0(t) is
~x0(t) = ~x0(0) + ~v0(t− t0), (93)
of an average velocity ~v0,
~v0 = σS
(
~vA
σA
+
~vB
σB
+
~vC
σC
)
. (94)
R and φ in the exponent are obtained from Eqs. (50), (51), and (53), and are given as
R = Rtrajectory +Rmomentum, (95)
Rtrajectory = −
∑
j
~˜X2j
2σj
+ 2σS
(∑
j
~˜Xj
2σj
)2
+ 2σt
(∑
j
(~v0 − ~vj) · ~˜Xj
2σj
)2
, (96)
Rmomentum = −σt
2
(δE − ~v0 · δ~p )2 − σS
2
(δ~p )2, (97)
δE = EA(~pA)− EB(~pB)− EC(~pC), δ~p = ~pA − ~pB − ~pC , (98)
and φ is a function of the momenta ~pj and positions ~Xj.
SinceRtrajectory is a function of the momenta and coordinates, we write it asRtrajectory( ~XA, TA; ~Xl, Tl),
where l stands for B or C. This is invariant under the translation, Eq. (52):
Rtrajectory( ~XA + ~d, TA + δ; ~Xl + ~d, Tl + δ) = Rtrajectory( ~XA, TA; ~Xl, Tl). (99)
Choosing ~d = ~vAδ, we have the identity
Rtrajectory( ~XA, TA; ~Xl + ~vAδ − ~vlδ, Tl) = Rtrajectory( ~XA, TA; ~Xl, Tl), (100)
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and
∂
∂δ
Rtrajectory( ~XA, TA; ~Xl + ~vAδ − ~vlδ, TL) = 0. (101)
The probability is the integral
P =
∫ ∏
i
d ~Xi
d~pi
(2π)3
|M|2. (102)
|M|2 does not depend on δ from Eq. (101), and the phase space is reduced to that in the δ
component and the orthogonal components, ~XT :∫
dδ
∏
i
d ~XT,i
d~pi
(2π)3
|M|2. (103)
The parameter δ is not measured in the ordinary experiment and is integrated. From the
integration over δ, we have∫
dδ
∏
i
d ~XT,i
d~pi
(2π)3
|M|2 = T
∫ ∏
i
d ~XT,i
d~pi
(2π)3
∑
l (~v
2
l − ~vl · ~vA)√∑
l (~vl − ~vA)2
|M|2. (104)
Thus the probability in the system of finite σS and σt is proportional to time interval, T .
Its magnitude is independent of the parameters of the wave packet from the completeness
equation, Eq. (40), and agrees with the value obtained with S[∞] defined by plane waves
combined with iǫ prescription.
In Fig. 3, the rates computed with wave packets of various sizes are compared with those
of the plane waves in various decays, J/Ψ→M(2981) + γ, J/Ψ→ η(1409)+ γ, π → µ+ γ,
and µ → e + γ, which will be discussed later. The wave packet of another daughter is ∞
and that of the parent is σparentm
2
π = 10000. The value is the same for all processes. Within
small errors, they agree.
C. Various cases of wave packets
We study the amplitude and probability of the systems (1) σS = finite, σt = finite, (2)
σS = finite, σt =∞, (3) σS =∞, σt =∞ in the following.
1. Finite σS and finite σt
When σA, σB and σC are finite, σS and σt are also finite; the integrand in Eq. (90)
decreases fast at t→∞ and |~x| → ∞, the integrals over t and ~x converge fast, and the results
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FIG. 3. The probability of decays at rest (Eq. (104)) for the wave packets in two-body decays:
J/Ψ → M(2981) + γ (red solid), J/Ψ → η(1409) + γ (green dot), pi → µ + ν (blue dot), and
µ → e + γ (magenta dot). The wave packet of another daughter is ∞ and that of the parent is
σparentm
2
π = 10000. The horizontal axis shows the size of the wave packets of the light particle
in units of σm2π and the vertical axis shows the deviations of the rates for wave packets over the
rates for the plane waves, 1− Pwave packetPplane wave . Errors for pi and µ are slightly larger than others due to
numerical uncertainty.
of Eqs. (50), (51), and (53) are applied. The total probability is obtained by integration
the momentum and position of Eq. (102), and does not have a finite-size correction at a
macroscopic T .
When σA and σB are finite and σC =∞, σt and σS are finite generally. We have
1
σS
=
1
σA
+
1
σB
, (105)
1
σt
=
(~vA − ~vB)2
σA + σB
, (106)
~v0 = σS
(
~vA
σA
+
~vB
σB
)
. (107)
The integrand of Eq. (90) decreases fast at |~x− ~x0| → ∞ and the integral over ~x converges
fast. σt is finite when ~vA 6= ~vB, the integrand decreases fast at |t− t0| → ∞, and the integral
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over t converges fast. We have
Rtrajectory = −
{(
~˜XB − ~˜XA
)
T
}2
2 (σA + σB)
, (108)
(
~˜XB − ~˜XA
)
T
=
(
~˜XB − ~˜XA
)
− (~vB − ~vA)|~vB − ~vA| ·
(
~˜XB − ~˜XA
) (~vB − ~vA)
|~vB − ~vA| .
Thus the probability depends on the transversal components of coordinate ~XB − ~XA but
not on the longitudinal component. The coordinate of B is integrated over the transversal
and longitudinal components∫
d ~XBe
2Rtrajectory =
∫
d
(
~˜XB − ~˜XA
)
T
d
(
~˜XB − ~˜XA
)
L
e2Rtrajectory , (109)
where the former variables are integrated in the form:∫
d
(
~˜XB − ~˜XA
)
T
e2Rtrajectory = π (σA + σB) , (110)
and the latter variable is integrated using θ( ~Xi, Ti) in Eq. (90) as∫
d
(
~˜XB − ~˜XA
)
L = |~vB − ~vA|
∫
d (TB − TA) = |~vB − ~vA|T. (111)
Thus the probability is proportional to T , and does not have a finite-size correction.
Rmomentum is expressed with Eq. (97) or with the energies of the momenta
~˜pA = ~pA − σB
σA + σB
(~pA − ~pB − ~pC) , (112)
~˜pB = ~pB +
σA
σA + σB
(~pA − ~pB − ~pC) , (113)
~˜pC = ~pC . (114)
Other cases with two wave packets and one plane wave are equivalent to the previous
case.
In the ~vB = ~vA case, in the limit ~vB → ~vA, σt diverges and many cause a large diffraction
effect. Nuclei trapped in matter have momenta ~pA = ~pB = 0 and Mo¨ssbauer effect is a
phenomenon that occurs through absorption of a gamma ray by a nucleus.
2. Finite σS and infinite σt
In finite σS and infinite σt, the wave functions of initial and final states overlap in a long
strip region; accordingly, the probability shows unusual finite-size corrections.
A: Small mass
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We study next the situation where the particles A and C are described by plane waves,
σA =∞, σC =∞, (115)
of the momenta ~pA and ~pC and B is described by a wave packet of the size σB and momentum
~pB. B is assumed to have a small mass mB. A is prepared at TA and B is detected at the
space-time position ( ~XB, TB). Obviously, the parameters of Eq. (46) become
σS = σB, (116)
~v0 = ~vB, (117)
1
σt
=
~v 2B
σB
− ~v
2
0
σS
= 0. (118)
Since σt = ∞, the integrand in the probability does not decrease with t and may receive a
finite-size correction.
The transition amplitude is expressed in the form
M =
∫
d4xN1wB(~p, ~x)e
−ipA·x+ipC ·xF ((pA − pC)2), (119)
where N1 = ig/(2EB2EC(2π)
6)
1
2 and the coefficient NB in wB(~pB, ~x) is NB = (πσB)
− 3
4 ,
F ((pA−pC)2) is the form factor shown in Fig. 4, and the time t is integrated over the region
TA ≤ t ≤ TB. σB is estimated using the size of a constituent object in a target that B
interacts with. The coordinate ~x is integrated next and the amplitude finally becomes
M =N1NB(2πσB) 32 e−i(EBTB−~pB· ~XB)e−
σB
2
(~pA−~pB−~pC)2
×
∫ T
0
dte−i(EA−EC−EB−(~pA−~pB−~pC)·~vB)tF ((pA − pC)2)
=N1NB(2πσB)
3
2 e−i(EBTB−~pB·
~XB)e−
σB
2
(~pA−~pB−~pC)2
× F ((pA − pC)2)sin(ωT/2)
ω
eiωT/2, (120)
where ω is
ω = EA −EB − EC − (~pA − ~pB − ~pC) · ~vB. (121)
Because the magnitude is inversely proportional to ω, M receives contributions from small
and large ω regions. The amplitude receives a large contribution at large T from the region
ω ≈ 0. (122)
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FIG. 4. Form factor in 〈A|JB(0)|C〉.
A normal root satisfying
EA − EB − EC ≈ 0, ~pA − ~pB − ~pC ≈ 0 (123)
and a new root satisfying
EA − EB −EC 6= 0, ~pA − ~pB − ~pC 6= 0 (124)
exists. Because the kinetic energy and momentum are different from those of the initial state,
the secondary root gives a finite-size correction due to the diffraction. The dependence of
the amplitude on ~pB is determined by the root of ω = 0 and its slope
∂ω
∂~pB
.
Assuming that |~pA − ~pB − ~pC | is small, we have
EB(~pB) + (~pA − ~pB − ~pC) · ~vB = E(~pA − ~pC) (125)
and
ω = EA(~pA)− EC(~pC)− E(~pA − ~pC). (126)
The probability integrated over ~pC becomes
|N1|2N2B(2πσB)3
∫
d~pC
(2π)3
e−σB(~pA−~pB−~pC)
2
(
sin(ωT/2)
ω
)2
F ((pA − pC)2)
= |N1|2N2B(2πσB)3
∫
dω
(
sin(ωT/2)
ω
)2
ρ(ω), (127)
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where the spectrum density ρ(ω) is
ρ(ω) =
∫
d~pC
(2π)3
e−σB(~pA−~pB−~pC)
2
F ((pA − pC)2)δ(ω −EA(~pA) + EC(~pC) + EB(~pA − ~pC)).
(128)
Because ρ(0) is finite and ρ(ω) deceases rapidly in the large ω region, as shown in Appendix
A, the following integral converges at finite T ;∫
dω
(
sin(ωT/2)
ω
)2
ρ(ω) = T
{
2πρ(0) +
1
T
ζ
}
, (129)
where ζ is equal to C(T ) in Appendix A. Thus the finite-size correction becomes finite.
The finite-size correction to the total probability integrated over the whole momentum
region of ~pC is easily obtained with the correlation function [26, 27]∫
d~pC
(2π)3
|M|2 = N2
EB
∫
d4x1d
4x2e
− 1
2σB
∑
i(~xi−~x 0i )2∆A,C(δx)eiφ(δx), (130)
where N2 = g
2(4π/σB)
3
2 ((2π)32EAV )
−1, V is the normalization volume for the initial state
A, ~x 0i = ~XB + ~vB(ti − TB), δx = x1 − x2, φ(δx) = pB · δx, and
∆A,C(δx) =
1
(2π)3
∫
d~pC
E(~pC)
e−i(~pA−~pC)·δxF ((pA − pC)2). (131)
On the right-hand side of Eq. (131), the integration region of the momentum ~pC is that of
the complete set and is reduced to the smaller one if the integrand |M|2 vanishes in some
kinematical region. This happens for the amplitude of plane waves at the asymptotic region
T = ∞, which includes the delta function, δ(4)(δp), from the integration over x, reflecting
the conservation law of kinetic energy and momentum. The phase space of the final state
then becomes proportional to the initial energy. On the right-hand side of Eq. (131), the
coordinates are fixed and are not integrated. Thus the correlation function ∆A,C(δx) does
not include δ(4)(δp), and ~pC is integrated over the whole region.
Because the probability is finite, integration variables can be interchanged. For m˜2 =
m2A −m2C ≥ 0 and a real pA, [23, 24, 26, 27], and from Appendix C,
∆A,C(δx) = 2i
[
F (−m˜2)Dm˜
(
−i ∂
∂δx
)(
ǫ(δt)
4π
δ(λ) + fshort
)
+ I2
]
, (132)
Dm˜
(
−i ∂
∂δx
)
=
∑
l
1
l!
(
2pπ ·
(
−i ∂
∂δx
∂
∂m˜2
))
,
fshort = −im˜
2
8πξ
θ(−λ) {N1(ξ)− iǫ(δt)J1(ξ)} − im˜
2
4π2ξ
θ(λ)K1(ξ),
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where ǫ(δt) is equal to +1 or−1 for positive or negative δt, respectively, λ = (δx)2, ξ = m˜√λ,
and N1, J1, and K1 are Bessel functions. fshort has a singularity of the form 1/λ around
λ = 0 and decreases as e−m˜
√
|λ| or oscillates as eim˜
√
|λ| at large |λ|. The condition for the
convergence of the series will be studied later. The formula for A with a finite life-time is
obtained later. The last term
I2 =
1
(2π)3
∫
d~pC
E(~pC)
F ((pA − pC)2)θ(p0A − p0C)e−i(pA−pC)·δx. (133)
For m˜2 = m2A −m2C < 0,
∆A,C(δx) = 0. (134)
Thus ∆A,C(δx) is composed of the light-cone singularity δ(λ)ǫ(δt) [23, 40, 41], regular
terms given by Bessel functions, and I2. The former two terms come from the integration
from EA ≤ EC , and are finite in finite T . Therefore, using this expression, the finite T
correction, which is unobtainable with standard calculations of plane waves, can be found.
Because the integration region for this is outside of the kinematical region conserving energy
and momentum, this integral vanishes at T = ∞. I2, on the other hand, comes from the
region EC ≤ EA, which is the kinematical region satisfying the energy and momentum
conservation, and determines the quantities at T =∞, This expression giving the probability
with the light-cone singularity converges and is valid in the kinematical region 2pA ·pB ≤ m˜2C ,
where m˜2C = m
2
A −m2C .
Substituting the expression of ∆A,C(δx) into Eq. (130) and integration over ~x1 and ~x2,
we have
Jδ(λ) =
∫
d~x1d~x2e
iφ(δx)e
− 1
2σB
∑
i(~xi− ~XB−~vB(ti−TB))
2 1
4π
δ(λ)ǫ(δt)
≈ (σBπ) 32 σB
2
ǫ(δt)
|δt| e
iφ¯C(δt) (135)
for the leading singular part and
J1/λ =
∫
d~x1d~x2e
iφ(δx)e
− 1
2σB
∑
i(~xi− ~XB−~vB(ti−TB))
2 i
4π2λ
≈ (σBπ) 32 σB
2
(
1
πσB| ~pB|2
) 1
2
e−σB |~pB|
2 1
|δt|e
iφ¯C(δt) (136)
for the next term of the form 1/λ.
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Finally, we integrate t1 and t2 over the finite region T = TB−TA, and we have the slowly
decreasing term g˜(ωBT ),
i
∫ T
0
dt1dt2
ǫ(δt)
|δt| e
iωBδt = T (g˜(ωBT )− π), (137)
ωB = EB − |~pB| = m
2
B
2EB
,
and the normal term G0. g˜(ωBT ) is generated from the light-cone singularity and related
term, satisfies
g˜(0) = π, (138)
g˜(ωBT )→ 2
ωBT
; T →∞, (139)
and vanishes at T =∞. G0 is from the rest
G0 = 2
√
σB
π
t
∫
d~pC
E(~pC)
δ(EA − EB − EC(~pC))e−σB(~pA−~pB−~pC)2θ(EA − EC(~pC)), (140)
approximately conserves the kinetic energy and momentum,
pA − pC = pB, (141)
and gives the asymptotic value. Due to the rapid oscillation in δt, G0 receives a contribution
only from the microscopic |δt| region and is constant in T . Integration of this term does not
depend on σB and agrees with the normal probability obtained with the standard method
of using plane waves. In the region 2pA · pB > m˜2C , ∆A,C(δx) does not have the light-cone
singularity and diffraction term exists only in the kinematical region 2pA · pB ≤ m˜2C .
We have ∫
d~pC
(2π)3
|M|2 = N3
EB
{
F (−m˜2)T g˜(ωBT ) + F (m˜2B)G0
}
, (142)
where N3 = 4g
2π3σBV
−1. The form factor gives different corrections to the diffraction and
normal terms. They are evaluated later.
B: Massless particle mB = 0
For a massless B, the leading singularity δ(λ)ǫ(δt) cancels on integrating over the times,
t1 and t2, and the next term proportional to 1/λ gives a dominant contribution. The integral
of this term
J1/λ =
∫
d~x1d~x2e
iφ(δx)e
− 1
2σB
∑
i(~xi− ~XB−~vB(ti−TB))
2 i
4π2λ
≈ (σBπ) 32 σB
2
(
1
πσB| ~pB|2
) 1
2
e−σB |~pB|
2 1
|δt|e
iφ¯C(δt) (143)
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leads to
J1/λ ≈ (σBπ) 32 σB
2
(
1
πσB|~pB|2
) 1
2
e−σB |~pB|
2 1
|δt| . (144)
This term also has universal dependence on |δt| and its integration over the times becomes
∫
dt1dt2J1/λ = (σBπ)
3
2
σB
2
(
1
πσB|~pB|2
) 1
2
e−σB |~pB|
2
∫
dt1dt2
1
|t1 − t2| . (145)
The integration over the times in a finite region from ǫ to T is∫ T
ǫ
dt1dt2
1
|t1 − t2| = T
(
2 log
T
ǫ
− 1
)
(146)
and ∫
dt1dt2J1/λ = (σBπ)
3
2
σB
2
(
1
πσB|~pB|2
) 1
2
e−σB |~pB|
2
T
(
2 log
T
ǫ
− 1
)
. (147)
This term gives the probability
Pdiffraction = N4
∫
d~pBe
−σB |~pB|2, (148)
where
N4 = 8Tg
2
(
σ2B
4
)(
2 log
T
ǫ
− 1
)
. (149)
Large time: T > τA
If T is larger than the life-time of A, τA, Eqs. (137) and (146) are replaced with
i
∫ T
0
dt1dt2
ǫδt
|δt|e
iωBδte
− t1+t2
τA = g˜(ωB, T ; τA)− g˜(ωB,∞; τA), (150)
and ∫ T
ǫ
dt1dt2
1
|t1 − t2|e
− t1+t2
τA . (151)
N4 becomes approximately
N4 = 8τAg
2σ
2
B
4
(
2 log
τA
ǫ
− 1
)
. (152)
Thus, the system of σt = ∞ has a finite-size correction of the form Eq. (142) for T ≪ τA,
and T g˜(ωBT ) in Eq. (142) is replaced with g˜(ωB, T ; τA) in T ≈ τA. The correction depends
on T in the universal manner and on the size of wave packet in magnitude. At σB =∞, the
correction becomes infinite.
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We compute the total probability next. From the integration over ~XB, the total volume
V is obtained and canceled with the normalization of A. The total probability thus becomes
the integral of the sum of G0 and g˜(ωBT ),
P =


N3
∫
d~pB
(2π)3EB
[F (−m˜2)T g˜(ωBT ) + F (m2B)G0] , for T ≪ τA,
N4
∫
d~pB
(2π)3EB
[F (−m˜2)g˜(ωB, T ; τA) + F (m2B)G0] , for τA ≤ T,
(153)
The second terms, Pnormal, on the right-hand sides of Eq. (153) are independent of T
and σB, and agree with the standard value computed with the plane waves. g˜(ωBT ) and
g˜(ωB, T ; τA) in the first terms depend on ωB and T , and are corrections due to the finite
distance between the initial and final states. The magnitudes of the first terms, Pdiffraction,
at T →∞ are proportional to
Pdiffraction = N˜F (−m˜2) σB
ωBT
= N˜F (−m˜2)σBEB
m2BT
(154)
where N˜ is constant. Pdiffraction becomes significant for large (σBEB)/m
2
B, i.e., small mass
or large wave packet.
3. Infinite σS and infinite σt
When three particles are plane waves, σS = σt =∞, the scattering amplitude and cross
section are the standard ones if Hint(t)e
−ǫ|t| is used. The space-time coordinates (t, ~x) are
integrated over the whole region, and the energy and momentum are strictly conserved. The
asymptotic values thus obtained with S[∞],
M = (2π)4gδ(4)(pA − pB − pC)f, (155)
P = g2|f |2 × (phase space), (156)
agree with the asymptotic values obtained with S[T ]. If the convergence factor e−ǫ|t| is
absent, the limit T → ∞ is not unique and is consistent with the diverging correction in
σB →∞ of the previous case.
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4. Coherence length
The coherence length found from the amplitude of the initial and final states expressed
with wave packets is finite. From Eq. (91), the integral in ~x converges for a finite σS and
that in t converges for a finite σt. σt becomes infinite with ~vA = ~vB and σC = ∞, or
σA = σB =∞. In the latter case, the coherence length is ~EC/(m2Cc3).
5. Asymmetric wave packets
For asymmetric wave packets, the integral over (t, ~x) is expressed by
∫
dt
∫
d~xe
− 1
2σL
S
(~xL−~xL0 )
2− 1
2σT
S
(~xT−~xT0 )
2− 1
2σt
(t−t0)2
, (157)
where the sizes of the Gaussian exponents and other parameters are given by complicated
expressions. Experiments on δE ≪ |δ~p| are studied with asymmetric wave packets.
V. EMISSION AND ABSORPTION OF LIGHT
Radiative transitions of particles 

A→ C + γ,
A+ γ → C
(158)
expressed with wave packets are studied in various parameter regions. Electromagnetic
interaction is expressed with
Hint = e
∫
d~xJµ(x)Aµ(x), (159)
where Aµ(x) is the photon field and Jµ(x) is the electromagnetic current. The matrix
element of the current between eigenstates of energy and momentum is written as
〈C; pC|Jµ(x)|A; pA〉 = ei(pA−pC)·x〈C; pC|Jµ(0)|A; pA〉, (160)
where
〈C; pC |Jµ(0)|A; pA〉 = ΓµF ((pA − pC)2), (161)
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with the form factor F ((pA− pC)2) and the spin-dependent factor Γµ. We assume one form
factor for simplicity, but it is straightforward to extend to a case with many form factors.
In the normal term of the radiative transition, the energy momentum is conserved, and
F ((pA − pC)2) = F (k2γ) = F (0), (162)
hence the coupling strength is determined by F (0).
In detectors, the fundamental processes of a photon are the photo-electric effect, Compton
effect, or e+e− pair production. The wave packet sizes of the photon, σγ , are nuclear sizes
for pair production due to the nuclear electric field, or atomic sizes or larger for the photo-
electric and Compton effects, depending on the energy.
A. Universal background
The transition probabilities of radiative processes receive finite-size corrections under
certain situations and their energy spectra are modified by pseudo-Doppler effects. Since
the finite-size correction is caused by states that violate the conservation law of kinetic
energy and momentum, the corresponding events look like backgrounds even though they
are produced dynamically. They have universal properties and magnitudes that depend on
the experimental apparatus.
1. Universal background
The universal background derived from the finite-size correction resulting from
∣∣∣∣eiωT − 1ω − 2πδ(ω)
∣∣∣∣ 6= 0 (163)
is an inevitable consequence of the Schro¨dinger equation. Since it is generated by states with
kinetic energies different from that of the initial state, it is positive semi-definite from Eq.
(35) and is added to the normal component in the wave zone. Its magnitude is computed
rigorously in relativistic systems, Eq. (153). The correction vanishes in the particle zone.
The energy spectrum for wave packets is distorted in both the particle and wave zones due to
the pseudo-Doppler effects, even though the total probability agrees with the normal value.
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2. Form factor
The nucleus, atom, and molecule are composite states and have internal structures.
Therefore, they have finite extensions and interact with photons or neutrinos non-locally.
This non-locality is negligible if the size R and the photon momentum kγ satisfy kγR≪ 1,
where multi-pole expansions are applicable.
For X-rays of atoms, they are approximately
kγR = 10
−3; kγ ∼ keV, R = 10−11m, (164)
and for transitions of the nucleus
kγR = 10
−1; kγ ∼ MeV, R = 10−15m. (165)
Since kγR is small,
F ((pA − pC)2) = F (0). (166)
3. Life-time effect
If the parent A has a finite life-time, τA, it modifies the results. In a region
cτA ≤ √σA, (167)
the integral over the times in the transition probability receives a dominant contribution
from the region
t ≤ τA. (168)
Then the effect of the wave packet is diminished and the pseudo-Doppler effect becomes
negligible. If the life-time satisfies
cτA ≥ √σA, (169)
the integral over the times in the transition probability receives a dominant contribution
from the region
t ≤
√
σA
c
, (170)
and the pseudo-Doppler effect is prominent.
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4. Photon effective mass
A photon is massless in vacuum but its properties are modified in matter due to the
dielectric constant. In high-energy regions, the refraction constant behaves with frequency
as
n = 1− ω
2
p
ω
, (171)
where ωp is the plasma frequency and is given as
ωp =
NZe2
ǫ0me
; (172)
it depends on the material, density, and other parameters. The wave vector satisfies
(ck)2 = ω2 − ω2p. (173)
and the energy dispersion becomes
~p 2 = E2(~p)− (~ωp)2. (174)
Thus the photon has an effective mass
meff = ~
√
NZe2
ǫ0me
, (175)
where N and Z are the number density and atomic number of the gas, and me is the
electron’s mass. meff depends upon the density of matter and is variable. A high-energy
photon behaves like a massive particle.
5. Light-cone singularity for general systems
For particles A and C of internal structures, Eq. (161) is substituted for Eq. (131). As
is shown in Appendix C, the singular part of the correlation function is written in the form
∆light-coneA,C (δx) = F (−m2A +m2C)∆(0),light-coneA,C (δx), (176)
where ∆
(0)
A,C(δx) is that of the point particle. Thus the form factor
F (m2C −m2A) (177)
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determines the strength of the singularity and is given in Appendix C as
F (m2C −m2A)/F (0) =


O(1); hadron, positronium, light nucleus,
O(10−1); µN atom, heavy nucleus,
O(10−5); µe, K-electron,
O(10−10) atom
(178)
Thus the form factors do not modify the magnitude of the light-cone singularity for hadrons,
light nuclei, or positronium, and reduce to 1/10 for the µN atom and heavy molecules. For
µe, the K-electron, and atoms, the magnitudes become extremely small. Equation (177) is
almost the same as on-shell coupling, Eq. (162), in the former but much smaller in the latter.
The singularity is caused by waves of translational motion, which retain their relativistic
invariance even for particles with internal structure, but the magnitude depends on their
sizes.
B. Emission of light
1. Decay in flight in vacuum
1. Finite σA and σγ: pseudo-Doppler effect
The amplitudes of the momenta, positions, and wave packet sizes for the radiative decay of
A to C and a photon γ,
A : ( ~XA, EA, ~pA, σA),
γ : ( ~Xγ, Eγ, ~pγ, σγ),
C : (~pC , EC , σC =∞), (179)
is expressed with the matrix element of the current operator and the photon field:
M =
∫
d4x〈C|Jµ(x)|A〉〈γ|Aµ(x)|0〉
=
∫
d4xei(pA−pC−pγ)·xFABe
ipγ ·Xγ− 12σγ (~x− ~Xγ−~vγ(t−Tγ ))
2
× e−ipA·XA− 12σA (~x− ~XA−~vA(t−TA))
2
=eR+iφ, (180)
FAB =〈C|Jµ(0)|A〉ǫµ(~pγ),
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where ǫµ(~pγ) is the polarization vector of the photon. We have |M|2 in the form
|M|2 =N2
∫
d4x1d
4x2e
i(pA−pC−pγ)·(x1−x2)− 12σγ
∑
i(~xi− ~Xγ−~vγ(ti−Tγ))
2
× e− 12σA
∑
i(~xi− ~XA−~vA(ti−TA))
2
Wi,j(pA, pC)
(
δi,j − p
i
γp
j
γ
~p 2γ
)
, (181)
in the Coulomb gauge,
A0(x) = 0, ~∇ · ~A = 0, (182)
where N is the normalization factor, and
Wi,j(pA, pC) = 〈C|Ji(0)|A〉(〈C|Jj(0)|A〉)∗, (183)(
δi,j − p
i
γp
j
γ
~p 2γ
)
=
∑
ǫi(~kγ)(ǫ
j(~kγ))
∗. (184)
R in Eq. (180) is composed of the momentum-dependent part Rmomentum and the
coordinate-dependent part Rtrajectory. The former is
Rmomentum = −σt
2
(
EA(~pA)− EC(~pC)− Eγ(~˜pγ)
)2
− σS
2
(~pA − ~pC − ~pγ)2 ,
~˜pγ = ~pγ +
σS
σγ
(~pA − ~pC − ~pγ) , (185)
where σS, σt, and ~v0 are
σS =
σAσγ
σA + σγ
, (186)
~v0 =
σA
σA + σγ
~vγ, (187)
1
σt
=
~v 2γ
σγ
− ~v
2
0
σS
=
~v 2γ
σA + σγ
. (188)
Thus, the energy momentum satisfies the modified conservation law. The momentum is
conserved approximately around the center δ~p = 0, whereas the photon’s energy at the
momentum ~˜pγ fulfills the approximate conservation law. the implications of this will be
studied in detail shortly.
The position-dependent exponent is written in the form
Rtrajectory = −
~X 2A
2σA
−
~˜X 2γ
2σγ
+ 2σS
(
~XA
2σA
+
~˜Xγ
2σγ
)2
+ 2σt
(
~v0 · ~XA
2σA
+
(~v0 − ~vγ) · ~˜Xγ
2σγ
)
= − 1
2(σA + σγ)
[(
~XA − ~˜Xγ
)2
− 1
~v 2γ
(
~vγ · ( ~XA − ~˜XA)
)2]
. (189)
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The probability is expressed as
P =N2e2Rmomentum+2Rtrajectory |FA,B|2
=N2|FA,B|2e−σt(EA−EC−Eγ(~˜pγ))2−σS(~pA−~pC−~pγ)2
× e−
( ~XA−
~˜Xγ )
2
T
σA+σγ , (190)
and has no finite-size correction. Thus the total probability agrees with that of plane waves.
Nevertheless, the energy spectrum of Eq. (190) is distorted due to the pseudo-Doppler effect.
The photon’s momentum is distributed around a center ~pA − ~pC and the photon’s energy
at the momentum ~˜pγ is distributed around EA − EC . If σS is small and σt is large, the
momentum distribution is wide but the energy E(~˜pγ) almost coincides with EA − EC . The
observed photon’s energy is Eγ(~pγ) and is given from Eq. (185):
Eγ(~pγ) = Eγ(~˜pγ − σS
σγ
(~pA − ~pC − ~pγ))
= EA −EC − σS
σγ
~vγ · (~pA − ~pC − ~pγ). (191)
Thus Eγ(~pγ) is very different from EA − EC .
The photon is on the mass shell and satisfies
E2(~pγ)− ~p 2γ = 0. (192)
In an event where the energy momenta (EA, ~pA), (EC , ~pC), and (Eγ , ~pγ) are measured, and
momenta satisfy
~pγ 6= ~pA − ~pC , (193)
the photon’s energy at the momentum ~˜pγ satisfies
EA −EC = Eγ(~˜pγ). (194)
Consequently, the mass shell condition at ~˜pγ ,
E2γ(~˜pγ)− ~˜p 2γ = (EA −EC)2 − ~˜p 2γ = 0, (195)
is satisfied. Substituting ~˜pγ, we have
(EA − EC)2 −
(
~pγ +
σS
σγ
(~pA − ~pC − ~pγ)
)2
= 0, (196)
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which gives the relation between the energies and momenta with the ratio σS/σγ . Measuring
the energies and momenta, the ratio σS/σγ will be determined.
In a situation with
σγ ≪ σA, (197)
we have
σS = σγ , σt = σA, σS ≪ σt, (198)
~v0 =
σA
σA + σγ
~vγ , ~˜pγ =
σγ
σA + σγ
~pγ + ~pA − ~pC . (199)
The central values of energies and momenta satisfy
〈Eγ(~˜pγ)〉 = 〈EA −EC〉, (200)
〈~pγ〉 = 〈~pA − ~pC〉, (201)
with variations
δE =
1√
σt
, (202)
|δ~p| = 1√
σS
. (203)
The energy spreading is narrower than the momentum spreading,
δE ≪ |δ~p |, (204)
hence the constraint to the energy is more stringent than that of the momentum.
Heavy A and C (pseudo-Doppler effect combined with Mo¨ssbauer effect)
If C and A are a ground state and an excited state of a heavy atom, which are bound
together to become massive objects, the correlation function of Eq. (183) does not only
vanish at the same momenta,
~pA = ~pC , (205)
like those of the Mo¨ssbauer effect. We study the photon’s energy spectrum when this
condition is satisfied in a large wave packet σA = σC . The reduced momentum becomes
~˜pγ =
σγ
σA + σγ
~pγ. (206)
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from Eq. (198). The energy of the massless particle is proportional to the momentum and
〈Eγ(~˜pγ)〉 = σγ
σA + σγ
〈Eγ(~pγ)〉. (207)
Substituting Eq. (200), we have the expectation value of Eγ :
〈Eγ(~pγ)〉 = κ∆Eelectron, (208)
κ =
σA + σγ
σγ
, ∆Eelectron = EA −EC , (209)
which is much larger than the energy difference EA − EC . Thus the product of average
energy with the time interval for the photon is equal to that for the atom:
σγ〈Eγ(~pγ)〉 = (σA + σγ)(EA −EC). (210)
Now, σγ is the size of the particle with which the photon interacts and σA is that of the atom;
they are proportional to the average-time intervals of their reactions. Thus the conservation
law Eq. (62) for the energy is satisfied for the average value. This unusual phenomenon
occurs because the electromagnetic interaction tales place in a narrow space-time region
where the wave functions of A, C and the photon overlap. When σγ is much smaller than
σA, the region has the area σγ and also moves with the velocity ~vγ. Hence the energy is
conserved in this moving frame where the photon has the effective energy Eγ(~˜pγ), which is
much smaller than Eγ(~pγ). Hence the average energy of γ becomes much larger than the
energy difference between A and C. This is the pseudo-Doppler effect caused by the wave
packets.
The condition Eq. (197) is fulfilled in various situations. A molecule in a gas propagates
almost freely and an atom is bound in a solid. The wave packet size of a molecule in a gas
is given by the square of the mean free path and is of the order of 10−14 m2, whereas that
is the atomic distance in solid of the order of 10−20 m2. Hence we have
κ =
σA
σγ
= 106. (211)
Consequently, the photon in this situation interacts with the atom in a solid with the energy
κ∆Eelectron. for ∆Eelectron = 0.1 eV, Eγ can be as large as 100 keV. Some anomalous X-ray
or γ-ray luminescence [42–48] may be connected with this energy enhancement.
For a photon produced from an excited atom in a solid and interacting with a nucleus in
a solid, we have 10−20 m2 for the former size and 10−28 m2 for the latter size, and
κ =
σA
σγ
≈ O(108). (212)
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Consequently, the photon produced from excited atoms interacts with a nucleus with much
larger energy than the energy difference ∆Eelectron = EA −EC . Because the photon-nucleus
cross section is much smaller than that of the photon-atom scattering, the probability of
this event is extremely small.
A similar phenomenon is expected when charged particles propagate in a magnetic field.
A plane wave with charge q and mass M in the magnetic field ~B,
e−i(E(~p0)+
q~x×~B
2M
·~p0)(t−T0)+i~p0·~x, (213)
has a phase proportional to the cyclotron frequency
ω =
q| ~B|
M
. (214)
These waves behave like plane waves in a time region less than Ti =
2π
ωi
. Ti for the electron
and proton is
Ti =
2π
ωi
=
Mi
q| ~B| , i = e, p. (215)
Thus the waves have different sizes, the ratio of which is
Te
Tp
=
me
mp
=
1
2000
. (216)
Thus, the photon emitted from the atom interacting with the electron in a magnetic field
can reveal the same energy enhancement.
The anomalous enhancement of the photon’s energy results from the overlap of wave
functions of different sizes. This occurs when the photon’s wave packets, which are the sizes
of the wave functions with which the photons interact, are much smaller than the parent’s
wave functions, Hence, the rate of these events may be quite low.
2. Infinite σA and finite σγ: finite-size correction
The amplitude of the momenta, positions, and wave packet sizes of the radiative decay
of A to C of plane waves and a γ,
A : ( ~XA, EA, ~pA, σA =∞),
γ : ( ~Xγ, Eγ, ~pγ, σγ), E
2
γ − ~p 2γ = 0,
C : (~pC , EC , σC =∞) (217)
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is expressed with the matrix element of the current operator and the photon field:
M = e
∫
d4x〈C|Jµ(x)|A〉〈γ|Aµ(x)|0〉
= e
∫
d4xei(pA−pC−pγ)·x〈C|Jµ(0)|A〉ǫµ(~pγ)eipγ ·Xγ−
1
2σγ
(~x− ~Xγ−~vγ(t−Tγ ))2
= eR+iφ. (218)
We have |M|2 in the form
|M|2 =N2
∫
d4x1d
4x2e
i(pA−pC−pγ)·(x1−x2)− 12σγ
∑
i(~xi− ~Xγ−~vγ(ti−Tγ))2
×Wi,j(pA, pC)
(
δi,j − p
i
γp
j
γ
~p 2γ
)
. (219)
Integrating over ~pC with a variable r = pA − pC , we have∫
d~pC
(2π)3EC
ei(pA−pC)·(x1−x2)Wi,j(pA − pC)
=
∫
d4r
(2π)3
Im
[
1
r2 − 2pA · r +m2A −m2C − iǫ
]
Wi,j(pA, pA − r)eir·(x1−x2), (220)
which has the light-cone singularity
i
2π
δ(λ)ǫ(t1 − t2)Wi,j(pA, pA − r)|r2=m2
C
−m2
A
, (221)
from the integration over the momentum r = (r0, ~r ) of the region
(r0)2 − ~r 2 = m2C −m2A < 0, r0 ≤ 0. (222)
It is noted that |(pA − pC)2| = |m2C − m2A| is small and |Wi,j(pA, pA − r)| is almost same
as the on-shell matrix element of the radiative transition. Equation (220) also has regular
terms; one of them is generated from the above kinematical region and the others are from
the region 0 ≤ r0 ≤ p0A. The latter coincides with the normal term of the decay probability.
Thus we have ∫
d~pC
EC
|M|2 = Pnormal + Pdiffraction, (223)
Pdiffraction = Cg˜(ωγT ), ωγ = m
2
eff
2Eγ
,
where C is determined by the wave packet size. From the convergence condition in the
expansion Eq. (220), the light-cone singularity exists in the momentum region
2pA · pγ ≤ m2A −m2C . (224)
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2. Decay at rest in a solid
A decay of A in a solid to C and a photon, γ, which have the following momenta, positions,
and wave packet sizes:
A : ( ~XA, EA, ~pA = 0, σA),
γ : ( ~Xγ , Eγ, ~pγ, σγ =∞),
C : ( ~XA, ~pC = 0, EC , σA) (225)
is a kinematical region of the Mo¨ssbauer effect. The amplitude
M(A→ C + γ) = g
∫
d4xwA(~pA = 0)wC(~pC = 0)e
ipγ ·x, (226)
where
wA = NA
(
2π
σA
) 3
2
e
− 1
2σA
(~x−~xA0 )
2−iφA0 , (227)
wC = NC
(
2π
σA
) 3
2
e
− 1
2σA
(~x−~xC0 )
2−iφC0 , (228)
~xA0 = ~XA, φ
A
0 = mA(t− TA), ~xC0 = ~XA, φC0 = mC(t− TC)
is given as
M(A→ C + γ) = NeimATA−mCTC
∫ T
0
dte−i(mA−mC−Eγ)t
∫
d~xe
− 1
σA
(~x− ~XA)2+i~pγ ·~x
= NeiΦ0
2 sin[(mA −mC −Eγ)T/2]
mA −mC −Eγ e
−σA
4
~p 2γ . (229)
In the above equation, N and Φ0 are constants. The square of the modulus ofM is expressed
in the form ∫ T
0
dt1dt2
d~pγ
Eγ
e−i(mA−mC−Eγ)(t1−t2)e−
σA
2
~p 2γ , (230)
where the integral ∫
d~pγ
Eγ
e−(mA−mC−Eγ)(t1−t2)e−
σA
2
~p 2γ (231)
is a smooth and short-range function of t1 − t2. Hence, the total probability is proportional
to T and has no finite-size correction.
Particles in a liquid are also described with wave packets and the probabilities of their
reactions are studied in the same way.
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3. Decay in flight in a dilute gas
A photon has an effective mass in the X-ray or γ-ray region in a dilute gas and the rate
is modified by the large finite-size correction. The radiative decay of A in flight in a gas to
C in flight and a photon, γ, which have the following momenta, positions, and wave packet
sizes:
A : (EA, ~pA, σA =∞),
γ : ( ~Xγ, Eγ , ~pγ, σγ),
C : (EC , ~pC , σC =∞), (232)
is studied in a similar manner. Since σA = σC =∞, the amplitude is expressed in the form
of Eq. (218) with the effective mass of the high-energy photon in the X-ray or γ-ray regions,
Eq. (175). The probability of detecting this photon is given in Eq. (153) for the finite-size
correction. The frequency that determines the finite-size correction for this photon with
energy Eγ is
ω =
m2eff
2Eγ
, (233)
which gives a macroscopic distance.
C. Absorption
The absorption of γ is studied in a similar manner to the decay process. The changes in
A, C, and γ in terms of the parameters
A : ( ~XA, EA, ~pA, σA),
γ : ( ~Xγ,−Eγ ,−~pγ , σγ),
C : (~pC , EC , σC), (234)
is described by replacing the sign of the photon’s momentum in the previous amplitudes,
Eq. (180) or Eq. (218). The distribution function deviates and the central value of the
photon’s energy Eγ(~pγ) becomes different from EA − EC with the pseudo-Doppler effect,
and the probability receives large finite-size corrections in certain parameter regions.
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FIG. 5. The energy spectrum of γ in J/Ψ decay at rest to M(2981) and γ at T =∞ is shown. The
horizontal axis shows the energy of γ in MeV for σγm
2
π = 14.6 (red crosses), 100 (green circles), and
∞ (blue triangles), and the vertical axis shows the probability. Wave packets of another daughter
and parent are ∞ and σparentm2π = 10000. The probability is the same for a wide region of the
parent’s wave packets. The spectrum is sharp for the plane wave and broad for the wave packets.
The position of the peak shifts for the small wave packet due to the pseudo-Doppler effect.
VI. IMPLICATIONS IN PARTICLE DECAYS
The implications of the probabilities modified by the finite-size correction or the pseudo-
Doppler effect are studied in decay experiments. The former correction depends on the mass,
energy, life-time, and time interval in a universal manner and its magnitude depends on the
wave packet sizes and the internal structures. The effect of the internal wave function on the
light-0cone singularity is analyzed in Appendix C, and it is shown that, for hadrons, nucleus,
and positronium, the internal wave function does not modify the magnitude, but, for atoms,it
does. If the initial wave packets are small or T ≫ τ , the overlap of the wave functions
becomes negligible, whereas it becomes large if the initial wave packets are large and T ≤ τ .
In particular, the probability reveals various unusual behaviors for σinitial ≫ σfinal. The
finite-size effect is easily observed directly with measurements made with a detector located
at various L. Conversely, the latter correction becomes large for small wave packets, and
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FIG. 6. The variance of final energy, ∆E =
√
〈(EB + EC)2〉 − 〈EB + EC〉2, in particle decays at
rest measured at T =∞ for J/Ψ→M(2981)+ γ (solid red line), J/Ψ→ η(1409)+ γ (green dots),
pi → µ + ν (blue dots), and mu → e + γ (magenta dots). The horizontal axis shows the size of
wave packets in units of σm2π and the vertical axis shows the variance, ∆E. The wave packets of
another daughter and parent are ∞ and σparentm2π = 10000. The curves are almost on one line.
the energy spectrum modified due to the pseudo-Doppler effect is easily observed with the
detector if the energy resolutions and other properties of the detector are well understood.
If these are unknown, the parameters of the detector are determined by comparing the
theoretical values with the experimental data obtained from a standard sample. Calibration
of the measuring apparatus may be used for this purpose.
We study various decay processes and present magnitudes of the finite-size and pseudo-
Doppler effects for the parents of plane waves and the detecting particles of wave packets.
The life-times of the parents are included, and spin-independent components are studied.
A. Pseudo-Doppler effect
The energy spectrum is modified by the pseudo-Doppler effect over a wide area and the
distortion must be known not only for a precise analysis of experimental data but also
to understand physical phenomena. A comparison of the rates computed for plane waves
and wave packets of various sizes is given for J/Ψ → M(2981) + γ in Fig. 5. The total
rates integrated over the final states agree but the energy spectra differ depending upon the
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FIG. 7. The variance of energy of the final state over the average energy of the final state,
∆E/〈EB + EC〉, in particle decays at rest measured at T =∞ for J/Ψ→M(2981) + γ (solid red
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The wave packets of another daughter and parent are ∞ and σparentm2π = 10000. ∆E/〈EB + EC〉
is proportional to (σm2π)
−1/2.
wave packet size. The distributions and the shifts become wider and larger in smaller wave
packets.
The broadening and shift of energies in other processes such as J/Ψ → M(2981) + γ,
J/Ψ → η(1409) + γ, π → µ + ν, and µ → e + γ are compared. They are sensitive to the
wave packet size, as shown in Figs. 6-8. Figure 6 shows the variance of the final energy of
the various processes. The curves are almost on one line. Hence, the wave packet size can be
found from the variance of the energy of the final state. In Fig. 7, the normalized variance
of the energies of the final states are presented. Those of heavy particles are different from
those of light particles. In Fig. 8, the average energies of the final states are compared with
the initial energies. The deviations are clearly seen, and the total energies of the final states
become larger than those of the initial states.
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1. Radiative transitions of atoms and positronium
An atom is a bound state for a nucleus and electrons and is heavy. Radiative transitions
of atoms from an excited state to lower energy state, emitting a photon, are examples of
two-body decays. Electrons bound to a nucleus have sizes of about 10−10 m and energies
of about 10 eV or less. The photon is detected through its interaction with matter in a
detector. Among the various reactions, The photo-electronic effect is the most important,
where an electron is emitted from the photon interacting with electrons. We assume here
that electron with which the photon interacts is a bound electron in the atom at rest. The
size of its wave function is about 10−10 m. So σγ has this size. For the initial particle A, σA
is either (1) about the same size, 10−10 m, for A in matter, or (2) larger than 10−10 m, for
A in vacuum or a dilute gas. In exceptional situations, (3) σA is smaller than 10
−10 m. In
experiments of δE ≈ |δ~p | in the following three cases of wave packet sizes
1 : σA ≈ σγ ,
2 : σA ≫ σγ ,
3 : σA ≪ σγ ,
the energy spectra are modified differently.
Positronium is a bound state of an electron and its anti-particle, a positron. Positronium
of positive charge conjugation decays to two gammas and that of negative charge conjugation
decays to three gammas. The former is a second-order QED process and the latter is a third-
order QED process, and the phase spaces are also different. Hence their decay rates are very
different.
2. J/Ψ radiative decay
Photons produced in the decay
J/Ψ→M + γ (235)
have energies in GeV region and may receive the pseudo-Doppler effect. J/Ψ is produced
in the e+e− reaction and has a size determined by beam sizes, and the meson M is detected
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FIG. 8. The deviation of the average energy of the final state from the initial mass, mA−〈EB−EC
(MeV), due to the pseudo-Doppler effect is shown. There are finite deviations in various decays at
rest measured at T =∞ for J/Ψ→M(2981)+ γ (solid red line), J/Ψ→ η(1409)+ γ (green dots),
pi → µ + ν (blue dots), µ → e + γ (magenta dots), and ψ′ → M(2981) + γ (light-blue dots). The
horizontal axis shows the size of wave packets in units of σm2π and vertical axis shows the deviation
of the energies. The wave packets of another daughter and parent are ∞ and σparentm2π = 10000.
by its decay products, which are stable hadrons such as pions, kaons, and others. These
charged particles have semi-microscopic sizes and σM has the same size. σγ is of the order
of the nuclear size.
These processes are important for quantum chromodynamics (QCD) dynamics for the
M = cc¯ state (see section on charmonium in Ref. [50]) or for the glue ball M = glueball
[51, 52] (see also particle data summary on η(1409) [50]). The magnitudes of the corrections
to the probabilities are not negligible as shown in Figs. 6–8, The decay
ψ′ →M + γ (236)
is almost equivalent to Eq. (235), except for the phase space and the fact that it has a
smaller pseudo-Doppler effect due to the large γ energy. Experiments show a difference
between Eqs. (236) and (235) (see, e.g., Ref. [49]).
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3. Two gamma decays of heavy scalar particles
Positronium, neutral pions, charmonium P-states, and Higgs scalars decay to two pho-
tons. They are identified by the reconstructed photon’s energies and momenta. Detection
of photons is done with photo-electric or Compton effects in low-energy regions and with
e+e− pair production at high energies. The bound electrons of atoms in the insulator have
a size of 10−10 m so σγ for the former processes are of this size. The e+e− pair is produced
by an electric field around a heavy nucleus, which is of nuclear size. Hence the wave packet
size for the latter process is approximately the nuclear size in high-energy regions. Hence,
the wave packet sizes of γ vary over a wide range. They have short mean life-times and
pseudo-Doppler effects may appear in
M → 2γ. (237)
B. Finite-size correction
The finite-size correction becomes large in the situation where the wave functions of the
initial and final states overlap over a wide area. This is realized at T ≤ τ and is important in
slow decays of particles, such as weak decays and some gamma decays. Figure 9 shows the
enhancement factors at finite distance, i.e., ratios of the total probabilities over the normal
probabilities of the asymptotic region in various weak and radiative decays. For large wave
packets, the values become large. In this figure, the initial states are plane waves and the
size of the wave packet for the neutrino or photon is expressed in units of 1/m2π and is
shown on the horizontal axis. The ratios
Pnormal + Pdiffraction
Pnormal
are shown on the vertical axis.
Pdiffraction is large in the region σm
2
π > 10. Thus, the finite-size corrections are non-negligible
and important.
In the region T ≫ τ , the finite-size corrections vanish, and the decay rates are expressed
by the standard formula. In this region, the number of parents decreases as N0e
−T/τ and
that of daughters becomes constant.
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FIG. 9. The magnitudes of the probabilities in radiative and weak decays at rest measured at
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decays of a pion to a muon and neutrino (red and green crosses), of a kaon to a muon and neutrino
(blue circles and magenta boxes), and of a muon to an electron and photon (light-blue boxes) are
shown. The masses are mν = 0.2 and 1.0 eV/c
2, and meffγ = 1.0 eV/c
2.
1. Slow gamma decays of the nucleus
Photons produced from radioactive nuclei are measured through their interactions with
nuclei in targets with finite sizes. Hence S[T ] expressed by wave packets describes the
amplitudes of the process,
N → N ′ + γ. (238)
From Appendix C, the magnitude of the light-cone singularity and the diffraction component
are almost equivalent to those of point particles, and the total probabilities are modified by
Pdiffraction.
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2. Muon decay to an electron and gamma
A muon decays to an electron and a photon,
µ→ e + γ, (239)
where the photon’s energy is about 50 MeV, if the lepton number is violated. The lepton
number violation has been observed in neutrino oscillation phenomena but not in charged
leptons. Precision measurements have been made and a new experiment has started [53].
Since the rate of this transition process is extremely small, it is important to know the
corrections due to the pseudo-Doppler effect and finite-size correction. Those for the plane
wave muon at rest are studied here. From Fig. 6, the average energy of the final state is
larger than the initial energy.
Figure 9 reveals the enhancement of the rates due to the diffraction for plane waves of the
muon and electron and the wave packet for gamma. Figure 10 shows the energy spectrum of
γ in the normal and diffraction components for σγm
2
π = 100, σµ = σe =∞ in the muon decay
of ~pµ = 0 at T = 1.7 × 10−8 s. The normal component has a sharp peak around Eγ ≈ 54
MeV, whereas the diffraction component spreads over a wide region. Moreover the latter is
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much larger than the former in these parameters. Thus the corrections become important
if the initial muon is a plane wave. The wave packet size of gamma can be determined from
the spectrum at the higher-energy region of known process, and is used for the calculation
of the diffraction component of the present process.
3. Weak decays
A neutrino measured through its interaction with a nucleus has the same wave packet
size as the nucleus. Hence the process of nucleus
A→ A′ + ν, (240)
is described by S[T ]. Pion decay has been discussed in previous papers [54–56], and the
neutrino’s energy distribution is given in Fig. 11. From Appendix C, the magnitude of the
light-cone singularity and the diffraction component are about the same as point particles.
The spectrum of the diffraction component that gives the finite-size correction is distributed
in the low-energy region and that of the normal component is wide and has a peak. The
peak is slightly shifted from that of plane waves due to the pseudo-Doppler effect. From the
shift and width of the normal component, the wave packet size can be determined and is
used for the theoretical calculation of the diffraction component.
C. Proton decay
The proton is unstable and decays in grand unified theory (GUT). In SU(5) GUT, a
main decay mode is
proton→ π0 + e+. (241)
The initial proton is in matter in ground experiments and final states are detected through
wave packets. For the large wave functions of a proton, neutral pion, and positron, they
overlap over a wide area. For small wave functions, they overlap over small area. General
cases with the symmetric wave packets
σp, σπ0 , σe+ (242)
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FIG. 11. The energy spectrum of neutrinos in pion decay at rest at T = 1.7 × 10−8, s is shown.
The horizontal axis shows the energy in MeV at σνm
2
π = 14.6, which corresponds to
56Fe and the
vertical axis shows the probability. Wave packets of another daughter and parent are ∞. The
neutrino mass is mν = 1.0 eV/c
2. The normal component (green) has a broad peak, and the
diffraction component (red) spread over the low-energy region.
of the four-dimensional momenta at positions
(p0p, ~pp;
~Xp, Tp), (p
0
π0 , ~pπ0;
~Xπ0, Tπ0), (p
0
e+, ~pe+ ;
~Xe+, Te+) (243)
are studied in the following. They are governed by an interaction Lagrangian
Lint = gφ¯p(x)e(x)ϕ(x). (244)
The transition amplitude is an integral over (t, ~x):
M(p→ π0 + e+) = g
∫
dt
∫
d~xe
− 1
2σS
(~x−~x0)2− 12σt (t−t0)
2
eR+iφM˜
= g(2πσS)
3
2 (2πσt)
1
2 eR+iφM˜, (245)
for finite values of σS and σt. M˜ includes the spinors. σS and σt are given in the expressions
1
σS
=
1
σp
+
1
σπ0
+
1
σe+
, (246)
1
σt
=
v2p
σp
+
v2π0
σπ0
+
v2e+
σe+
− σS
(
~vp
σp
+
~vπ0
σπ0
+
~ve+
σe+
)2
. (247)
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t0 and ~x0(t) are given in the form of Eq. (48) of an average velocity ~v0,
~v0 = σS
(
~vp
σp
+
~vπ0
σπ0
+
~ve+
σe+
)
. (248)
R and φ in the exponent are obtained from Eqs. (50), (51), and (53) as
R = Rtrajectory +Rmomentum, (249)
Rtrajectory = −
∑
j
˜vecX
2
j
2σj
+ 2σS
(∑
j
~˜Xj
2σj
)2
+ 2σt
(∑
j
(~v0 − ~vj) · ~˜Xj
2σj
)2
,
Rmomentum = −σt
2
(
Ep(~˜pp)− Eπ0(~˜pπ0)− Ee+(~˜pe+)
)2
− σS
2
(~pp − ~pπ0 − ~pe+) ,
where
~˜pp = ~pp − σS
σp
(~pp − ~pπ0 − ~pe+) , (250)
~˜pπ0 = ~pπ0 +
σS
σp
(~pp − ~pπ0 − ~pe+) , (251)
~˜pe+ = ~pe+ +
σS
σp
(~pp − ~pπ0 − ~pe+) , (252)
and φ is a function of the momentum ~pj and positions ~Xj.
1. Proton at rest
The proton in a solid is at rest and is expressed with a small wave packet. In the remaining
proton system, the reduced momenta of Eq. (250) are
~˜pp =
σS
σp
(~pπ0 + ~pe+) , (253)
~˜pπ0 = ~pπ0 − σS
σp
(~pπ0 + ~pe+) , (254)
~˜pe+ = ~pe+ − σS
σp
(~pπ0 + ~pe+) . (255)
If the wave packet size of the positron is much larger than the others:
σe+ ≫ σp, σπ0 , ve+ ≈ vπ0 , (256)
then
σS =
σpσπ0
σp + σπ0
, (257)
1
σt
=
v2π0
σp + σπ0
+
ve+
σe+
− 2σp
σe+(σp + σπ0)
(~ve+ · ~vπ0)
(258)
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and we have
Rmomentum = −σt
2
(
Ep(~˜pp)−Eπ0(~˜pπ0)− Ee+(~˜pe+)
)2
− σS
2
(~pπ0 − ~pe+)2 , (259)
~˜pp =
σS
σp
(~pπ0 + ~pe+) , ~˜pπ0 = ~pπ0 , ~˜pe+ = p˜e+ .
Thus, in a region of large σS and σt, the conservation law of the momentum and energy is
the same as that of plane waves, but at small σS the momenta are spread over a wide region
and the energy conservation law is modified. For large σt, in the event of
~pπ0 + ~pe+ 6= 0, (260)
the energy conservation tales the form
Ep(~˜pp)−Eπ0(~pπ0)− Ee+ ≈ 0. (261)
~˜pp could be very different from ~pp = 0, hence the modified conservation law derived from
the pseudo-Doppler effect should be taken into account for the experimental analysis in this
region.
Since σt is finite, the decay probability is proportional to T in the region T ≪ τproton,
and the decay rate is constant over a wide range of T , despite the fact that the spectrum is
distorted, where τproton is the average life-time. Thus a proton at rest decays at a constant
rate even at small T , and the proton decay experiment is feasible if the life-time is less than
1034–1035 years.
D. Other decay processes
Three-body decays such as µ→ e+ ν¯ + ν, n→ p+ e+ ν¯ and others have light particles
in the final states and are modified by the pseudo-Doppler effect and finite-size corrections.
They will be presented in a separate paper (K. Ishikawa and Y. Tobita, manuscript in
preparation).
E. Thermodynamics of small quantum particles
When an excited state of a heavy atom of the large wave packet size makes a transition
without changing the momentum and emits a photon, it follows the modified energy conser-
vation law. If the atoms are in thermodynamic equilibrium with a temperature T, the state
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of the energy E follows the distribution
ρ(E, β) = N(−βE) (262)
where β is inversely proportional to the temperature, and N(−βE) becomes the Planck
distribution for bosons and the Fermi-Dirac distribution for fermions.
In the situation where the wave packet size of the atoms is much larger than the wave
packet size of a photon and the atoms are bound together strongly, similar to the Mo¨ssbauer
effect, the photon distribution receives the pseudo-Doppler effect and a Mo¨ssbauer-like effect.
Then the temperature of the photons begins to deviate from that of the atoms.
From Eq. (57), in the situation
σγ ≪ σA, (263)
the velocity ~v0 agrees with the velocity of the photon. The photon’s energy is given by Eq.
(208), hence the energy distribution of the photon emitted from the atoms is
ρ(Eγ , β) = N
1
eβ˜Eγ − 1 , β˜ =
β
κ
. (264)
Thus the effective temperature of the photon is κ times that of the atoms.
VII. SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
We have developed a theory for the diffraction induced by many-body interactions and
computed the finite-size corrections to the rates of slow transitions caused by electromagnetic
and weak interactions. Large corrections to Fermi’s golden rule, Eq. (13), were found in
certain processes.
Fermi’s golden rule is applicable to the rates in the particle zone where the initial and
final states are completely separate and their wave functions do not overlap. The rates
are not subject to the 1/T correction. In the wave zone, however, the 1/T corrections
are found using the wave functions that satisfy the boundary conditions. Because they have
universal properties, they are observable in scattering experiments. The finite-size correction
reveals the diffraction pattern of single quantum interference. The intermediate-time region
of particle decays when the parent and daughters co-exist with a finite over lap of wave
functions is an example of a wave zone. This state is a superposition of the parent and
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daughters and has a finite expectation value of Hint. Thus the kinetic energy varies here;
the decay rates and scattering cross sections are different from their asymptotic values.
The finite-size corrections are inevitable consequences of the boundary conditions at T
and have a magnitude that depends on the sizes of σS. The size of σS can be controlled,
and the finite-size corrections will be verified in experiments. In particular, if the coherence
length, ~E/(m2c3), is a macroscopic size much larger than de Broglie wave length ~/|~p |,
they would be revealed in macroscopic scales. For neutrinos or photons of the effective mass
of the order (eV/c2), ~E/(m2c3) becomes a macroscopic size. Hence the finite-size correction
may become visible in a macroscopic distance.
If σS = finite, σt = finite, the wave functions overlap only in microscopic regions. Waves
in experiments at macroscopic distance are in the particle zone, and the finite-size correction
disappears. Nevertheless, the probability receives a pseudo-Doppler effect even in this region.
The distortion of the energy distribution becomes stronger with smaller wave functions and
may become visible. It becomes drastic if both the Mo¨ssbauer and pseudo-Doppler effects
are combined as in Eq. (208). The final state of huge kinetic energy, much larger than
the initial one, is formed with a small probability. The conservation of kinetic energy is
violated in each event but is satisfied for the average value over the classical time interval.
Despite the fact that S[∞] conserves the kinetic energy, the modified energy δE˜ conserves
it approximately. In fact, these behaviors could have been considered as artifacts of the
detectors and absorbed in calibrations of the detector. The present results might help
toward a complete understanding in this direction.
In slow radiative and weak decays of particles A′ and N ′ of plane waves,
A′ → A+ γ, N ′ → N + ν, (265)
the rates and energy distributions of γ and ν in the asymptotic region,
Γtotal = Γ
(0), (266)
Ptotal(E) = P(0)(E), (267)
are computed with plane waves and the iǫ prescription, where E is the energy of the observed
particle. Our results for γ or ν measured at L reveal the finite-size corrections and pseudo-
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Doppler effects and are expressed in the form
Γtotal = Γ
(0) + Γ(diff)(L; σ), (268)
Ptotal = P(n)(E; σ) + P(diff)(L,E; σ). (269)
The diffraction components have magnitudes summarized in Eqs. (154) and (178), and are
important in various processes of leptons, hadrons, nuclei, and positronium, but negligible
in ordinary atoms. At L≫ L0,
Γ(diff)(L; σ)→ 0, (270)
P(diff)(L,E; σ)→ 0, (271)
where L0 is the minimum value of the mean life-time and coherence length,
L0 = min
{
cτ,
~E
m2c3
}
. (272)
As σ → 0,
|P(n)(E; σ)− P(0)(E)| → large, (273)
Γ(diff)(L; σ), P(diff)(L,E; σ)→ 0, (274)
whereas as σ → large,
|P(n)(E; σ)− P(E)| → 0, (275)
Γ(diff)(L; σ), P(diff)(L,E; σ)→ large. (276)
The normal and diffraction components behave differently with σ, and Figs. 6 and 9 show
them. From Eqs. (273) and (275), σ as an effect on observables regardless of its magnitude
and can be determined experimentally from the energy spectrum, Figs. 5–8, of the normal
components P(n)(E). The values computed by Fermi’s golden rule have large corrections,
Figs. 5–11, and the theoretical values are not consistent with the experiments without
corrections. Hence it would be easy to verify the finite-size corrections or pseudo-Doppler
effect. The magnitudes of σ depend on the processes and were not studied in the present
paper. Those values in neutrino experiments are given in Refs. [54–56]. For outgoing states,
they are determined by the sizes of microscopic objects with which they interact in the
detector, and are of nuclear or atomic sizes fro neutrinos, γ-rays, and charged particles,
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respectively. Thus they are around (5–10)× 1
m2π
or (10−10)2, a few times (5–10)× 1
m2π
, and
≥ (10−10m)2. For incoming states, they are determined by beam sizes, or mean free paths.
They are around 0.5–1.0 m, for the high-energy proton, pion, and muon. Those of other
situations will be given elsewhere (K. Ishikawa and Y. Tobita, manuscript in preparation).
Because Fermi’s golden rule is applied to many problems in a wide area, it is important to
confirm the corrections.
The decay rate of protons in matter is constant in T ≪ τproton, if the final states are
measured due to the boundary conditions. This agrees with the standard one, and the
proton decay will be detected if GUT is correct. Finally, unusual luminescence and thermo-
dynamic properties of quantum particles caused by overlap of wave functions will be verified
in experiments.
Constituent particles such as molecules, atoms, nuclei, or elementary particles have small
intrinsic sizes and are expressed with wave functions of finite sizes in certain situations.
Consequently, their reactions may be affected by finite-size corrections or pseudo-Doppler
effects, even though no measurements are made. Physical systems may show unusual be-
havior. such as the non-conservation of kinetic energy. Nevertheless, the average energy
over a long period recovers the conservation law. Hence the phenomena may appear in
non-stationary and time-dependent processes [42–48]. Macroscopic quantum phenomena in
this situation have been barely studied and will be discussed in subsequent works.
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Appendix A: Finite-size correction to Fermi’s golden rule
1. Approximation with Dirac’s delta function
Integrals over the finite time interval
∫ T
0
dteiωt = eiωT/2
sin(ωT/2)
ω/2
, (A1)
∫ T
0
dt1dt2e
iω(t1−t2) =
(
sin(ωT/2)
ω/2
)2
(A2)
are normally approximated with
∫ T
0
dteiωt = 2πδ(ω), (A3)∫ T
0
dt1dt2e
iω(t1−t2) = 2πTδ(ω) (A4)
for large T . They have been applied in computing the decay rate and cross section and are
explained in most textbooks.
The finite-size correction to this formula depends on ω. If ω is discrete,
∫ T
0
dteiωt =


T ; ω = 0,
2 sin(ωT/2)
ω
eiωT/2; ω 6= 0,
(A5)
∫ T
0
dt1dt2e
iω(t1−t2) =


T 2; ω = 0,(
2 sin(ωT/2)
ω
)2
; ω 6= 0,
(A6)
and the averages over a finite-time interval δT of δTω ≫ 1 are
Aver
[∫ T
0
dteiωt
]
=


T ; ω = 0,
i
ω
; ω 6= 0,
(A7)
Aver
[∫ T
0
dt1dt2e
iω(t1−t2)
]
=


T 2; ω = 0,
2
ω2
; ω 6= 0.
(A8)
For the average probability at finite T , the correction is given by b
2
ω2T 2
. (A9)
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2. Correction by Taylor expansion
If ω is continuous, there exist states of infinitesimal energy differences. The correction
becomes non-trivial and is studied here. The following integral for ω1 < 0 < ω2,
I(ω1, ω2;T ) =
∫ ω2
ω1
dωg(ω)
(
sin(ωT/2)
ω
)2
, (A10)
coincides with 2πTg(0) if the second equation of Eq. (A3) is used. To find next-order terms
in 1/T , we expand g(ω):
g(ω) = g(0) +
∞∑
l=1
g(l)(0)
l!
ωl, , (A11)
and change the variable to x = ωT :
I(ω1, ω2;T ) = T
∫ ω2T
ω1T
dx
(
sin(x/2)
x
)2
g(x/T )
=
∑
l
g(l)(0)
l!T l−1
∫ ω2T
ω1T
dx
(
sin(x/2)
x
)2
xl. (A12)
The integrand in the above equation is finite at x = 0 for l=0, but those for l ≥ 1 vanish.
At large x, sin2(x/2) ≈ 1/2. So we have
I(ω1, ω2;T ) ≈ 2πTg(0) +
∑
l≥q
g(l)(0)
l!T l−1
∫ ω2T
ω1T
dxxl
1
x2
1
2
= 2πTg(0) +
g(1)(0)
2
log
∣∣∣∣ω2ω1
∣∣∣∣+∑
l≥2
g(l)(0)
2l!
(ωl−12 )− ωl−11
l − 1 . (A13)
Choosing ω1 = −ω2, we have
I(−ω2, ω2;T ) = 2πTg(0) +
∑
l≥1
g(l+1)(0)
2(l + 1)!
1
l
(ωl2(1− (−1)l)). (A14)
The second term in the above equation is the 1/T correction. This correction depends on
the cut-off frequencies and the constant term, i.e., the ω02 term vanishes at the symmetric
cut-off ω1 = −ω2. So lim
ω2→0
I(−ω2, ω2;T ) agrees with 2πTg(0). The finite-size correction is
written in the form
I(−ω2, ω2;T ) = 2πTg(0)
(
1 +
T0
T
)
, (A15)
where T0 is roughly estimated to be the size of an atom as
T0 =
10−10 m
c
= 0.3× 10−18 s (A16)
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in atomic physics. Hence, in an experiment of the size 1 m, T = 1/c = 0.3× 10−8 s, and the
correction becomes
T0
T
= 10−10. (A17)
This value is negligible and the finite-size correction vanishes at a macroscopic distance.
Appendix B: Level density and correlation function: quantum mechanics
We summarize the probability at finite T , Eq. (11), of systems of various level densities.
When a level density ρ(E) is given, the number of states below E, s, satisfies
ds
dE
= ρ(E). (B1)
The correlation function is expressed with s in the form
g+(t1 − t2) =
∫ ∞
E0
dEρ(E)ei(E−E0)(t1−t2) =
∫ ∞
0
dsei(E(e)−E0)(t1−t2), (B2)
g−(t1 − t2) =
∫ E0
Em
dEρ(E)ei(E−E0)(t1−t2) =
∫ 0
sm
dsei(E(s)−E0)(t1−t2). (B3)
Using s, we have the integral over a finite interval of s of Eq. (A3): C(T ) = I(0,∞;T ),
C(T ) =
∫ T
0
dt1dt2g(t1 − t2) =
∫ s2
s1
ds
∫ T
0
dt1dt2e
iω(s)(t1−t2), (B4)
ω(s) = E(s)−E0, g(t1 − g2) = g(+)(t1 − t2) + g(−)(t1 − t2),
which agrees with
=
∫ T
0
dsδ(ω(s)) = 2πT
1
ω′(s0)
= 2πTρ(E0), (B5)
if ω(s) = 0 has a simple root, s0 in s1 < s0 < s2, and ω
′(s0) is not too small. This is
equivalent to Eq. (A3). C(T ) is also given in the expression
C(T ) = T
∫ T
−T
dξg(ξ) +
∫ 0
−T
dξξg(ξ)−
∫ T
0
dξxig(ξ). (B6)
1. Regular level density
For the level densities that are regular at E = E0,
ρ(E) = c0,
1
E − E0 − iΓ , e
−c|E−E0|2, (B7)
we have The correlation functions g(t1 − t2) in Table B 1 are short range and Eq. (A3) is
applicable. C(T ) are proportional to T and the corrections are proportional to 1/T .
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TABLE I.
ρ(E) s g(t1 − t2) C(T )
c0 c0(E−E0) 2pic0δ(t1 − t2) 2pic0T
1
E − E0 − iΓ
∫ E
E0
dE′
E′ − E0 − iΓ e
−Γ(t1−t2) 2T
Γ
(
1− 1− e
ΓT
ΓT
)
e−c|E−E0|
∫ E
E0
dE′e−c|E
′−E0|2 e−
(t1−t2)
2
2c
√
cpi
2
(
T −
√
8c
pi
)
2. Weakly singular level density
For the level densities, The correlation functions g(t1− t2) are long range Nd Eq. (A3) is
TABLE II.
ρ(E) ρ(0) ρ′(0) s g(t1 − t2) C(T )
eC|E−E0 1 ± C
∫ E
E0
dE′e−C|E
′−E0| 1
C − i(t1 − t2)
(
Tpi − 2C log T
C
)
C(E − E0)p(0 < p < 1) 0 ∞ C(E − E0)
p+1
p+ 1
Γ(p+12 )2
p− 1
2
Γ(−p2 |t1 − t2|p+1)
T ×∞
applicable in the first case but not in the second. C(T ) are proportional to T ; the correction
is proportional to (log T )/T in the former case and the proportional constant diverges in
the latter. In the latter case in particular, the level density satisfies ρ(E0) = 0, but the
coefficient C(T )/T diverges.
3. Singular level density
For the singular level densities, Thus Eq. (A3) is not applicable in the level densities of
TABLE III.
ρ(E) ρ(0) ρ′(0) s g(t1 − t2) C(T )
Cδ(E − E0) ∞ ∞ Cθ(E − E0) C CT 2
C
|E − E0|p ; 0 < p < 1 ∞ ∞
C|E − E0|1−p
1− p C
√
2
pi
ppiΓ(1− p)
2|t1 − t2|1−p
2T 1+p
p
Table B 3. The level density satisfies ρ(E) =∞ and the decay rates C(T )/T are proportional
to a positive power of T . Thus this system should reveal the unusual non-Markov property.
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4. Relativistic wave packet
The spectrum density ρ(ω) for a two-body decay A→ B+C of relativistic particles, Eq.
(128), integrated over ~pC is
ρ(ω) =
∫
d~pC
(2π)3
e−σB(~pA−~pB−~pC)
2
δ(ω −EA(~pA) + EC(~pC) + EB(~pA − ~pC)). (B8)
ρ(0) is finite because the root of ω = 0 exists and ρ(ω)satisfies
ρ(ω) =


0, ω > EA,
e−
σB
4
ω2 , ω → −∞.
(B9)
Due to the smooth asymptotic behavior of Eq. (B9), the following integral converges even
at finite T : ∫
dω
(
sin(ωT/2)
ω
)2
ρ(ω) = T
(
2ρ(0)
∫
dx
(
sin x
x
)2
+
1
T
η
)
, (B10)
when η is given by
η =
∫
dω
(
sin(ωT/2)
ω
)2
ρ˜(ω) > 0, ρ˜(ω) = ρ(ω)− ρ(0), (B11)
and the positivity Eq. (35) is fulfilled.
Appendix C: Light-cone singularity for general composite systems
1. Light-cone singularity and form factor
Composite particles such as hadrons, nuclei, atoms, and molecules have internal structures
and have modified light-cone singularities. The form factor F ((pA − pC)2) in
〈C; ~pC |J(x)|A; ~pA〉 = e−i(pA−pC)·xΓF ((pA − pC)2) (C1)
depends on the Lorentz scalar (pA−pC)2, where J(x) is the source operator of γ, ν, or others
that are detected. Here, Lorentz indices are ignored. The correlation function is
∆A,C(δx) =
1
(2π)3
∫
d~pC
E(~pC)
|F ((pA − pC)2)|2G(pA, pC)e−i(pA−pC)·δx
= G(pA,−i ∂
∂δx
− pA) 1
(2π)3
∫
d~pC
E(~pC)
|F ((pA − pC)2)|2e−i(pA−pC)·δx,
G(pA, pC) =
∑
(ΓΓ∗)A,C , (C2)
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and we have the light-cone singularity
1
(2π)3
∫
d~pC
E(~pC)
|F ((pA − pC)2)|2e−i(pA−pC)·δx
=
2
iπ(2π)3
∫
d4qIm
[
1
q2 +m2A −m2C + 2pA · q − iǫ
]
|F (q2)e−iq·δx
= |F (m2C −m2A)|2
(
i
2π
δ(λ)ǫ(δt) + “others”
)
. (C3)
Thus we have
∆A,C(δx) = G(pA,−i ∂
∂δx
− pA)|F (m2C −m2A)|2
(
i
2π
δ(λ)ǫ(δt) + “others”
)
.
The magnitude is renormalized by the form factor |F (m2C − m2A)|2 and the form is kept
intact.
2. Strength
|F (m2C −m2A)|2 of various systems, using the energy gap, ∆E, and size R,
mA = mC + δE, F (q
2) = F (0)e−
R
2
√
−q2, (C4)
is written as
F (m2C −m2A)2 = F 2(0)e−R
√
2mCδE , (C5)
and determined by R
√
2mCδE.
The typical values for bound states composed of electrons, nucleons, quarks, and µ, eA,
e+e−, NN , qq¯, qqq, µN , µ+e−, and e)K-shellA are
R =


~c
mec2
1
α
; (atom: eA),
2~c
mec2
1
α
; (positronium: e+e−),
~
mπc
; (nucleus: NN),
~
mqc
; (hadron: qq¯, qqq),
~c
mµc2
1
α
; (µ atom: µA),
~c
mec2
1
α
; (µ atom: µe),
~c
mec2
1
NKα
; (K-shell atom: eA),
∆E =


mec2α2
2
; (atom: eA),
meceα2
2
; (positronium: e+e−),
mπc2
100
; (nucleus: NN),
mqc
2; (hadron; qq¯, qqq),
mµc2α2
2
; (µ atom: µA),
m2c2α2
2
; (µ atom: µe),
mec2α2
2
; (K-shell atom: eA),
(C6)
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and
mC =


mN ; (atom: eA),
2m2; (positronium: e
+e−),
AmN ; (nucleus: NN), Bmqc
2; (hadron: qq¯, qqq),
mN ; (µ atom: µA),
mµ; (µ atom: µe),
mN ; (K-shell atom: eA).
(C7)
We have
R
~
√
2mC∆E =


√
mN
me
≥ 50; (atom: eA),
1; (positronium: e+e−),√
AmN
100mπ
≤ 1; (light nucleus),√
AmN
100mπ
≈ 3 (A = 100); (nucleus: ),
√
B ≈ 1; (hadron: qq¯, qqq),√
mN
mµ
= 3; (µ atom: µA),√
mµ
me
= 14; (µ atom: µe),√
mN
NKme
= 10; (K-shell atom: eA),
(C8)
and
F 2(m2C −m2A) =


F 2(0)×O(1); hadron, positronium, light nucleus,
F 2(0)×O(10−1); µN − atom, heavy nucleus,
F 2(0)×O(10−5); µe− atom, K-electron,
F 2(0)×O(10−10); atom.
(C9)
Thus the magnitude of the light-cone singularity is about 1 of F 2(0) for positronium, light
nuclei, and hadrons, 10−1 for µN−atoms and heavy nuclei, 10−5 for µe−atoms and K-
electrons, and 10−10 for atoms. An atom is composed of a heavy nucleus and electrons and
its size and energy gap are determined by the electron mass. Hence the large ratio
√
mN/me
determines the overlap of an atom C with an atom A, and the strength of the light-cone
72
singularity becomes extremely weak, accordingly. For other particles composed of equal
masses, F (m2C −m2A) ≈ F (0).
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